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Abstract—Automated techniques for rigorous floating-point
round-off error analysis are a prerequisite to placing important
activities in HPC such as precision allocation, verification, and
code optimization on a formal footing. Yet existing techniques
cannot provide tight bounds for expressions beyond a few dozen
operators—barely enough for HPC. In this work, we offer an
approach embedded in a new tool called SATIRE that scales
error analysis by four orders of magnitude compared to today’s
best-of-class tools. We explain how three key ideas underlying
SATIRE helps it attain such scale: path strength reduction, bound
optimization, and abstraction. SATIRE provides tight bounds and
rigorous guarantees on significantly larger expressions with well
over a hundred thousand operators, covering important examples
including FFT, matrix multiplication, and PDE stencils.

Index Terms—Floating-point arithmetic, Round-off error, Nu-
merical Analysis, Symbolic Execution, Algorithmic Differentia-
tion, Abstraction, Scalable Analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtually all HPC applications rely on floating-point arith-
metic to realize their underlying numerical algorithms. Yet
floating-point computations introduce rounding error, which
makes computed results diverge from the mathematical truth
with often negligible, but sometimes disastrous results [1],
[2]. Important decisions such as precision allocation require
accurately characterizing rounding error across a range of
input values: too much precision results in excessive data
movement, while too little yields erroneous behavior for
demanding applications [3]. Yet most error characterization
is unsound, such as measuring the round-off error for sample
inputs. Unfortunately, nothing better is known today—there
are no rigorous and automated methods for handling even
medium-sized, everyday functions such as Partial Differential
Equation (PDE) stencils, linear solvers, prefix-sums, Fast
Fourier Transforms (FFT), or thousands of others.

The last few years have seen a wealth of analysis tools
proposed and evaluated, including Fluctuat [4], Gappa [5],
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PRECiSA [6], Real2Float [7], Rosa [8], FPTaylor [9], Nu-
merors [10], and even specialized tools for cyberphysical
systems [11], [12]. Nonetheless, applying such tools to large
numerical programs consisting of thousands of operators has
been impossible: state-of-the-art tools are limited to programs
with few dozens of operators, and otherwise time out or
give woefully imprecise results. Scale is the next barrier that
automated error analysis must overcome.

We present a scalable and rigorous approach to formally
analyzing floating-point rounding error: SATIRE (standing
for Scalable Abstraction-guided Technique for Incremental
Rigorous analysis of round-off Errors.)

SATIRE improves on the currently-best technique for rigor-
ous error analysis: symbolic Taylor forms [9] which produce
rigorous, precise error bounds in three steps: computing a
nonlinear bounding expression based on an error model;
linearizing that bounding expression by Taylor expansion; and
applying global optimization to find inputs with the largest
error. It introduces three key improvements to achieve its
scalability. First, path strength reduction allows an exponential
reduction in the size of the non-linear bounding expressions
(§III). Second, bound optimization rewrites error expressions
into a canonical form, ensuring that global optimization results
in tighter bounds across the space of inputs (§IV). Third,
abstraction allows for a divide-and-conquer approach to ana-
lyzing large expressions, using information-theoretic heuristics
to isolate large sub-expressions and retain only their root
node to summarize their error (§V). These techniques resolve
weaknesses in existing tools and allow for tighter bounds and
greater scale.

SATIRE achieves a precision comparable to (and often better
than) the best published tools, and scales to programs four
orders of magnitude larger. On a standard set of benchmarks
with under 50 operators, including all benchmarks cited in
prior work on symbolic Taylor forms [9], SATIRE proves
tighter bounds than FPTaylor, the state of the art, and achieves
an average 4.5× speedup. On a small example with the 1-
D heat equation (a single expression of ≈ 500 operators
obtained by unrolling an iteration scheme), FPTaylor times
out after eight hours while SATIRE returns results in seconds.
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On larger benchmarks such as the non-linear Lorenz equation
(70 iterations with ≈ 1050 operators), parallel prefix sum
over 4096 inputs (8K operators) and a 4096-point fast Fourier
transform (FFT, ≈ 393K operators) are out of reach of all ex-
isting rigorous tools in this area.1SATIRE handles even larger
examples, such as a 128x128 Matrix Multiplication (over 4M
operators in under an hour) and a tensor contraction example
(over 1.5M operators in under two hours). We employed
shadow-value calculations in high precision at 1M randomly
selected points within the input intervals to empirically check
(with high confidence) that SATIRE’s bounds are indeed tight.

Note that Satire-analyzed expression sizes are not “HPC-
scale” in the traditional execution sense. Yet, they are many
orders of magnitude larger than codes that were handled in
prior rigorous analysis work. Satire’s analysis is conducted
across entire intervals of anticipated input values. During ap-
plication development, such analysis helps a designer identify
and potentially resolve lurking precision issues involving rare
input combinations.

While primarily a static error analyzer, we also develop a
dynamic analysis capability around Satire to obtain relative
error estimates of actual applications. We show that this
technique can be useful for estimating the number of bits
of precision needed by many stencil-type computations and
iteration schemes. Again, shadow-value testing confirms the
viability of this technique.

An insight from SATIRE is that scalability is not directly
tied to operator count: it also depends on the degree of non-
linearity (a good example being Lorenz equations) and the
degree of reconvergence within data dependence graphs (a
good example being PDE solver stencils). This insight inspires
SATIRE’s ability to tweak tool behavior, especially abstraction,
in a problem-specific manner. Recapping, SATIRE contributes:
• a path strength reduction approach that exponentially

reduces the size of symbolic error expressions;
• a bound optimization method to canonicalize error ex-

pressions to best utilize global optimizers;
• an abstraction method that trades off precision and scale;

and
• a scalable yet rigorous floating-point error analysis tool

demonstrated on important HPC functions.
We now present background on error analysis §II and then in-
troduce path strength reduction §III, bound optimization §IV,
abstractions §V. Finally, extensive evaluations §VI demon-
strate SATIRE’s utility.

II. BACKGROUND

A binary floating-point number system, F, represents a
subset of real numbers in finite precision as tuples (s, e,m)
representing s · m · 2e: s ∈ {−1, 1} is the sign bit, e is
the exponent, and m is the mantissa represented with p bits
(p = 24 for single-precision and p = 53 for double precision).
For all x ∈ R, then ◦x denotes the element in F closest

1 Previous tool-based rigorous analysis for a 64-point FFT was estimated
at 2K operators [13].

to x. Every real number x lying in the range of F can be
approximated by a value ◦x ∈ F with relative error u no
larger than half a unit in the last place 21−p. Thus, for all x
in the range of F, ◦(x) = x(1 + δ) for some |δ| ≤ u.

Floating-point operations are rounded as well: given two
exactly-represented floating-point numbers, x̃ and ỹ, each
arithmetic operator � ∈ {+,−, ·, /} guarantees

◦ (x̃ � ỹ) = (x̃ � ỹ)(1+ δ) = (x̃ � ỹ)+ (x̃ � ỹ)δ, |δ| < u (1)

In other words, the result is equal to the exact value x̃ � ỹ,
plus an error term e1 = (x̃ � ỹ)δ representing the amount of
round-off error.

Now consider a straight-line program with n floating-point
operations of the form

si = fi(x1, . . . , xm, s1, s2, . . . , si−1), (2)

with f ranging over arithmetic operators and elementary
functions and with the program producing output sn.

Let function fi be approximated in finite precision by f̃i.
Then line i applies f̃i and computes s̃i = si + esi , where
esi represents the round-off error. s̃i depends on both the
rounded inputs x̃1, . . . , x̃m and earlier intermediate values
s̃1, . . . , s̃i−1; or we can instead think of s̃i as depending on
the exact inputs and intermediates x1, . . . , xm and s1, . . . , si−1
and their rounding errors ex1

, . . . , exm
and es1 , . . . , esi−1

:

s̃i = f̃i(x̃1, . . . , x̃m, s̃1, . . . , s̃i−1)

= f̃i(x1 + ex1 , . . . , xm + exm , s1 + es1 , . . . , si−1 + esi−1)

= fi(x1 + ex1 , . . . , xm + exm ,

s1 + es1 , . . . , si−1 + esi−1)(1 + δi); |δi| ≤ u

We can now express the error esn of the program output as

esn = fn(x1 + ex1 , . . . , xm + exm ,

s1 + es1 , . . . , si−1 + esn−1)(1 + δn)− sn; |δn| ≤ u

Symbolic Taylor forms provide an efficient way to bound
this error. Trivially, esn is zero if the error values esi , exi

,
and δn are all equal to zero. This justifies a Taylor expansion
about zero in those error values:

esn = snδn +

n−1∑
j=1

∂sn
∂sj

esj +

m∑
j=1

∂sn
∂xj

exj +O(u2) (3)

SATIRE’s goal is to bound esn , the total error of the
program, which we also write Etr(sn). From Equation (3),
we can observe that Etr(sn) is composed of the local error
generated by the application of fn, which we write E lr(sn),
and the propagation of the incoming errors exj

and esj [8],
[14].



Given intervals I(x) over which inputs x range, the error
bound on esn , which we write Etr(sn), can be computed as
follows:
Etr(sn) ≤ max

x∈I(x)
(|Etr(sn)|)

≤ max
x∈I(x)

(
|snδn|+ |

n−1∑
j=1

∂sn
∂sj

esj |+ |
m∑

j=1

∂sn
∂xj

exj |
)
+O(u2)

≤ max
x∈I(x)

(
|E lr(sn)|+ |

n−1∑
j=1

∂sn
∂sj
Etr(sj)|+

|
m∑

j=1

∂sn
∂xj
Etr(xj)|

)
+O(u2)

(4)

Note the second order error term O(u2). Given that u = 2−53,
n—the number of intermediate nodes in the expression tree—
must approach 253 for the second order error to matter, thus
confirming that for most practical purposes first-order error
analysis suffices.

Prior work using symbolic Taylor forms, including the
FPTaylor tool, use global optimization to compute Etr(sn).
SATIRE introduces the following improvements: it simplifies
the symbolic Taylor form using path strength reduction (§III);
it uses expression canonicalization to simplify the global
optimization problem (§IV); and uses abstraction to separately
optimize parts of the symbolic Taylor form (§V).

III. PATH STRENGTH REDUCTION

We take the example of a simple unfolded 3-point stencil
(Figure 1) to explain the idea of path strength reduction.
Consider the problem of determining how much the local
error E lr(y) introduced at y contributes to the value at node s
(location (x, t+4)). Expression E lr(y) is typically a very large
symbolic expression for the kinds of examples we consider,
as it is obtained by performing a forward symbolic execution
from primary inputs to determine the symbolic value of y,
and then using Equation (1) to multiply this value by δ.
FPTaylor [9] then obtains the said contribution by generating
a Symbolic Taylor Form that ends up propagating E lr(y) along
all paths starting from y and impinging on s. In general,
there are an exponential number of such paths—especially for
examples whose dependence graphs have reconvergent paths
(as Figure 1 has). This exponential behavior is encountered
also when calculating the influences of nodes such as a, b, and
c upon s. This directly impedes with scalability, explaining
why even simple examples such as 1D-heat (§I) could not
finish under FPTaylor.

A much more economic way to obtain the contribution of
E lr(y) to the value at node s without enumerating all paths
first can be achieved by separating out the error terms from
their propagation effects. In other words, we can summarize all
the symbolic partial path strengths from s to y first, and then
take a product with the symbolic error term generated at y,
namely E lr(y). Here, path strength refers to the amplification
of an input change along a path.

SATIRE implements a dynamic-programming style, sym-
bolic reverse mode algorithmic differentiation to achieve this

calculation. This is also economical, since every parent node’s
derivative is evaluated before reaching a child node – hence
derivative computation cost is shared across all nodes. To
do so, as shown in Figure 1, we first compute the partial
derivatives for the children of s, and then keep pushing
the path strength information along their children and so
on as a reduction process. In addition, symbolic expression
canonicalization (discussed in §IV) is performed all through
this process, keeping the expressions simplified as well as
canonicalized.

For the complete path strength required at y, that is psy→s =
ds/dy, we compute

psy→s = psy→a · psa→s + psy→b · psb→s + psy→c · psc→s

=⇒ ds

dy
=
∂a

∂y

∂s

∂a
+
∂b

∂y

∂s

∂b
+
∂c

∂y

∂s

∂c
(5)

where ∂s/∂a, and so on, have been computed similarly and
symbolically using a reverse mode backward pass beginning
from the output node s. Then the total error contribution from
y to s, denoted Etr(s|y), now gets simplified by the distributive
property as

Etr(s|y) =
∣∣∣∣E lr(y) dsdy

∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣E lr(y)(∂a∂y ∂s∂a +
∂b

∂y

∂s

∂b
+
∂c

∂y

∂s

∂c

)∣∣∣∣
(6)

This is done for every inner node, yi (internal nodes and
incoming error-laden inputs), in the dependence cone of s,
and their symbolic partial error expressions are accumulated
to obtain the global total error expression Etr(s) as shown in
equation

Etr(s) =
∑
yi∈y

Etr(s|yi); (7)

where, y is the set of all nodes in the dependence set of s.
Notice also that path strength summaries build up propor-

tional to the number of nodes (linearly), and not the number
of paths (exponentially). This benefit directly shows up in
our examples. For ”1D-heat”, SATIRE ends up generating and
optimizing the error expression in a few seconds.
Remark: The exponentiality in Taylor-form generation is a
direct consequence of generating expressions in a manner that
capture higher order errors (a detailed derivation is in [15]).
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Fig. 1. Path strength information for an error propagating from y to s in an
heavily interconnected network



As observed in §II, higher order error often does not matter in
practice; however, in floating-point error analysis, there are al-
most always exceptions to every such “rule”. Others [16] have
observed that higher-order error analysis is quite specialized,
and may require special strategies. In their work, they found
that FPTaylor’s own higher order analysis was not sufficiently
precise for their problem.

We also tested whether FPTaylor produced a different
answer—on its own benchmarks—when its second-order error
estimation flag was toggled. To our surprise, we found that
it emitted the same (bit-identical) results with and without
second-order estimation. While this might have been due to the
currently limited set of examples in FPTaylor’s distribution, it
still does suggest that it is difficult to make second-order error
analysis matter in practice. It seems to justify our position that
it is better to build a scalable tool that focuses on first-order
error analysis (allowing optimizations such as path-strength
reduction), leaving higher-order analysis to specialized ap-
proaches.

IV. BOUND OPTIMIZATION

The goal of concrete error bound calculation (Equation (4))
is to maximize the error expression over input intervals.
Specifically, given our n-variable total error expression
Etr(sn), an Interval Branch and Bound Analysis (IBBA [17])
method can search an n-dimensional box of input intervals.
Each IBBA step recursively divides (modulo the number
of subdivisions allowed) the initial n-dimensional box into
smaller box (interval) queries to obtain the max within each
subdivided interval box. This recursion bottoms out at a
primitive interval library such as Gaol [18] (a component of the
Gelpia optimizer we use [19]) that produces an output bound
for that primitive interval. The final answer is the supremum
over all n-dimensional boxes—one that produces the tighest
error upper bound within a given tolerance.

If Etr(sn) is syntactically expressed with distinct variable
occurences, the computed bound can be excessive. As a simple
example, consider computing the bound for x · x · x using
an interval library where x ∈ [−1, 5]. Gaol will perform
successive interval multiplications, resulting in [−25, 125] as
the final answer. To avoid this bloat, Gaol encourages the use
of the interface function pow that is aware of variable sharings
(“the same ‘x’ instance is being used”) when one expresses
the same query as pow(x, 3). This results in the much tighter
bound of [−1, 125].

Unfortunately, Gaol cannot, by itself, accommodate all such
cases through special functions such as pow, and therefore
users must step in and help. This can be achieved by externally
reassociating common coefficients and grouping correlated
terms before invoking Gaol.2 Take for example, the ‘direct
quadrature moments method’ (DQMOM) benchmark captured

2We direct SymEngine [20] to perform such canonicalizations and also
expression simplifications. Any other similar engine will suffice.

in Equation (8), where I(mi) = [−1.0, 1.0] and parameters
wi, ai ∈ [0.00001, 1.0]:

r =(0.0 + ((((w2 ∗ (0.0−m2)) ∗ (−3.0 ∗ ((1.0 ∗ (a2/w2))

∗ (a2/w2)))) ∗ 1.0) + ((((w1 ∗ (0.0−m1)) ∗ (−3.0 ∗ ((1.0
∗ (a1/w1)) ∗ (a1/w1)))) ∗ 1.0) + ((((w0 ∗ (0.0−m0))

∗ (−3.0 ∗ ((1.0 ∗ (a0/w0)) ∗ (a0/w0)))) ∗ 1.0) + 0.0))))
(8)

The above non-canonicalized expression for r yields the
interval [-4.5e+10, 4.5e+10]. However, after canonicalization,
we obtain the real-value equivalent form below which notice-
ably reduces the distinct occurrences of wi and ai:

r = 3.0 ∗ (a20) ∗m0/w0 +3.0 ∗ (a21) ∗m1/w1 +3.0 ∗ (a22) ∗m2/w2

The interval bound now obtained is 5 orders of magnitude
tighter, namely [-9.0e+05, 9.0e+05]. This allows SATIRE to
report the error bound of 5.0e-10 for DQMOM while FPTaylor
(which does not perform canonicalization) reported 3.45e-05
(and a shadow-value computation that resulted in 3.27e-13 as
the bound, confirming that SATIRE was much tighter). Please
note that canonicalization only simplifies the query expression
submitted to Gaol (it does not rewrite the AST being operated
upon, thus not affecting floating-point error analysis).

The combination of path strength reduction and canoni-
calization allows SATIRE to be much faster than FPtaylor,
allowing it to often handle expressions with 10K operators
even without abstraction. In Table I we provide a subset of the
comparative study performed over a suite of 47 benchmarks
exported from FPTaylor’s suite (we confirmed SATIRE’s em-
pirical soundness through shadow value calculations).

Benchmarks Absolute Error Num
OPs

SATIRE FPTaylor

exp1x 32 1.12e-06 6.15e-06 5
doppler1 3.19e-13 1.29e-13 10

carbonGas 4.13e-09 6.08e-09 21
turbine3 6.58e-15 1.06e-14 23
triangle 2.50e-14 3.12e-14 14

rigidBody2 1.99e-11 3.61e-11 17
predatorPrey 8.27e-17 1.59e-16 12

jetEngine 6.55e-12 1.03e-11 35
bspline3 2.78e-17 7.86e-17 7
dqmom 5.0e-10* 3.45e-05 35

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF RESULTS (bold-face HIGHLIGHTS BETTER RESULTS, AND
* HIGHLIGHTS A DIFFERENCE OF MORE THAN AN ORDER OF MAGNITUDE)

To summarize, SATIRE obtains slightly better bounds for
most benchmarks in FPTaylor’s suite. Also, SATIRE retains
its ability to find tight bounds on smaller benchmarks (while
being on the average 4.5x faster). We will now describe ab-
stractions (§V) that help SATIRE handle much larger examples
(§VI) with similar benefits obtained.

V. ABSTRACTIONS

A central strategy for scalability in SATIRE is to replace
entire subexpression DAGs by its root node that summarizes
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<latexit sha1_base64="bTa+wCnfTobyvkOqsJ/Jd4Ia6Kw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ALgPKiCGoHZ5zK9rC1D7JU0lMvc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ALgPKiCGoHZ5zK9rC1D7JU0lMvc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2WKhBgBD3xWLH7/2ua5OfbP2qbc=">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</latexit>

hv3 = FV2 � x, E lr(v3)i
<latexit sha1_base64="DuT3fHvehiNgQ3/+FM/9AtcPY1g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W1QezWAv5wgaDMwY3PmSnWgqQDk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W1QezWAv5wgaDMwY3PmSnWgqQDk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u6yUCA0t0jwvEVQnNBeLgAb5R9o=">AAACG3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkWooGWmXSiIUBTFZQX7gE4tmTRtQzOZIckUyzD/4cZfceNCEVeCC//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLjf3uAGjUlnWt5FZWFxaXsmu5tbWNza3zO2duvRDgUkN+8wXTRdJwignNUUVI81AEOS5jDTc4eXEb4yIkNTnd2ockLaH+pz2KEZKSx2z5DDE+4zAURmew+t6pwSP4cORcwYjByMGr+L7iIm4MCofQkck0Y6Zt4pWAjhP7JTkQYpqx/x0uj4OPcIVZkjKlm0Fqh0hoShmJM45oSQBwkPUJy1NOfKIbEfJbTE80EoX9nyhH1cwUX9PRMiTcuy5OukhNZCz3kT8z2uFqnfajigPQkU4ni7qhQwqH06Kgl0qCFZsrAnCguq/QjxAAmGl68zpEuzZk+dJvVS0Nb+185WLtI4s2AP7oABscAIq4AZUQQ1g8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+JhGM0Y6swv+wPj6AaPanrI=</latexit>

hv3 = v2 � x, E lr(v3)i
<latexit sha1_base64="88evtgcjLoYQtJZvM3Cm651Ajno=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C9At6cutAOwSoqmDVqo1Mu24dZM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C9At6cutAOwSoqmDVqo1Mu24dZM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H75xjaqTgg65FmnmCgWHeG7BTII=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WooCVpFwoiFEVwWcE+oKllMp22QyeTMDMJlpDvcOOvuHGhiDtx4984TbPQ6oGBwznncuceN2BUKsv6MnILi0vLK/nVwtr6xuaWub3TlH4oMGlgn/mi7SJJGOWkoahipB0IgjyXkZY7vpz6rYgISX1+qyYB6XpoyOmAYqS01DNthyE+ZARGVXgOo14FHsP7I+cMxg5GDF4ldzETSSmqHkJHpMmeWbTKVgr4l9gZKYIM9Z754fR9HHqEK8yQlB3bClQ3RkJRzEhScEJJAoTHaEg6mnLkEdmN09MSeKCVPhz4Qj+uYKr+nIiRJ+XEc3XSQ2ok572p+J/XCdXgtBtTHoSKcDxbNAgZVD6c9gT7VBCs2EQThAXVf4V4hATCSrdZ0CXY8yf/Jc1K2db8xi7WLrI68mAP7IMSsMEJqIFrUAcNgMEDeAIv4NV4NJ6NN+N9Fs0Z2cwu+AXj8xs7Up6C</latexit>

�3.5, 0�
<latexit sha1_base64="BKsCob7b/0hf8ptGLoW5vUbSStI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZmgRBKUkiuiy6MZlBfuAJpTJdNIOnUzCzEQooeCn6MaFIm79Dnf+jdO0C209cOHMOfcy954g4Uxpx/m2CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o69u9dUcSoJbZCYx7IdYEU5E7Shmea0nUiKo4DTVjC8mfitByoVi8W9HiXUj3BfsJARrI3UtQ88jkWfU3RevThFjifzV9euOFUnB1ok7oxUamXv5AkA6l37y+vFJI2o0IRjpTquk2g/w1Izwum45KWKJpgMcZ92DBU4osrP8vXH6MgoPRTG0pTQKFd/T2Q4UmoUBaYzwnqg5r2J+J/XSXV45WdMJKmmgkw/ClOOdIwmWaAek5RoPjIEE8nMrogMsMREm8RKJgR3/uRF0jyruk7VvXMrtWuYogiHUIZjcOESanALdWgAgQye4RXerEfrxXq3PqatBWs2sw9/YH3+AD7Bldk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwvx3143lVyn202QAdfW4mjR5/I=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZmgRBKUkiugy6MZlBfuAJpTJdNoOnUzCzEQooeBH+ANuXCji1u9w179xmnah1QMXzpxzL3PvCRPOlHaciVVYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSWidxDyWrRArypmgdc00p61EUhyFnDbD4c3Ubz5QqVgs7vUooUGE+4L1GMHaSB37wOdY9DlF59WLU+T4Mn917IpTdXKgv8Sdk4pX9k+eJt6o1rG//G5M0ogKTThWqu06iQ4yLDUjnI5LfqpogskQ92nbUIEjqoIsX3+MjozSRb1YmhIa5erPiQxHSo2i0HRGWA/UojcV//Paqe5dBRkTSaqpILOPeilHOkbTLFCXSUo0HxmCiWRmV0QGWGKiTWIlE4K7ePJf0jiruk7VvXMr3jXMUIRDKMMxuHAJHtxCDepAIINneIU369F6sd6tj1lrwZrP7MMvWJ/fSCuXXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwvx3143lVyn202QAdfW4mjR5/I=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZmgRBKUkiugy6MZlBfuAJpTJdNoOnUzCzEQooeBH+ANuXCji1u9w179xmnah1QMXzpxzL3PvCRPOlHaciVVYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSWidxDyWrRArypmgdc00p61EUhyFnDbD4c3Ubz5QqVgs7vUooUGE+4L1GMHaSB37wOdY9DlF59WLU+T4Mn917IpTdXKgv8Sdk4pX9k+eJt6o1rG//G5M0ogKTThWqu06iQ4yLDUjnI5LfqpogskQ92nbUIEjqoIsX3+MjozSRb1YmhIa5erPiQxHSo2i0HRGWA/UojcV//Paqe5dBRkTSaqpILOPeilHOkbTLFCXSUo0HxmCiWRmV0QGWGKiTWIlE4K7ePJf0jiruk7VvXMr3jXMUIRDKMMxuHAJHtxCDepAIINneIU369F6sd6tj1lrwZrP7MMvWJ/fSCuXXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKDNJNzXQ8izGLYt2qLC5xFC5/M=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPEhIFNFj0YvHCtYWmlA22027dLMJuxuhhIJ/xYsHRbz6O7z5b9ymOWjrg4G3782wMy9MOVPadb+tytLyyupadb22sbm1vWPv7j2oJJOEtkjCE9kJsaKcCdrSTHPaSSXFcchpOxzdTP32I5WKJeJej1MaxHggWMQI1kbq2Qc+x2LAKTp3Lk6R68vi1bPrruMWQIvEK0kdSjR79pffT0gWU6EJx0p1PTfVQY6lZoTTSc3PFE0xGeEB7RoqcExVkBfrT9CxUfooSqQpoVGh/p7IcazUOA5NZ4z1UM17U/E/r5vp6CrImUgzTQWZfRRlHOkETbNAfSYp0XxsCCaSmV0RGWKJiTaJ1UwI3vzJi+ThzPFcx7vz6o3rMo4qHMIRnIAHl9CAW2hCCwjk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/Uxa61Y5cw+/IH1+QMsQpRQ</latexit>

�3.5, 0�
<latexit sha1_base64="BKsCob7b/0hf8ptGLoW5vUbSStI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZmgRBKUkiuiy6MZlBfuAJpTJdNIOnUzCzEQooeCn6MaFIm79Dnf+jdO0C209cOHMOfcy954g4Uxpx/m2CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o69u9dUcSoJbZCYx7IdYEU5E7Shmea0nUiKo4DTVjC8mfitByoVi8W9HiXUj3BfsJARrI3UtQ88jkWfU3RevThFjifzV9euOFUnB1ok7oxUamXv5AkA6l37y+vFJI2o0IRjpTquk2g/w1Izwum45KWKJpgMcZ92DBU4osrP8vXH6MgoPRTG0pTQKFd/T2Q4UmoUBaYzwnqg5r2J+J/XSXV45WdMJKmmgkw/ClOOdIwmWaAek5RoPjIEE8nMrogMsMREm8RKJgR3/uRF0jyruk7VvXMrtWuYogiHUIZjcOESanALdWgAgQye4RXerEfrxXq3PqatBWs2sw9/YH3+AD7Bldk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwvx3143lVyn202QAdfW4mjR5/I=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZmgRBKUkiugy6MZlBfuAJpTJdNoOnUzCzEQooeBH+ANuXCji1u9w179xmnah1QMXzpxzL3PvCRPOlHaciVVYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSWidxDyWrRArypmgdc00p61EUhyFnDbD4c3Ubz5QqVgs7vUooUGE+4L1GMHaSB37wOdY9DlF59WLU+T4Mn917IpTdXKgv8Sdk4pX9k+eJt6o1rG//G5M0ogKTThWqu06iQ4yLDUjnI5LfqpogskQ92nbUIEjqoIsX3+MjozSRb1YmhIa5erPiQxHSo2i0HRGWA/UojcV//Paqe5dBRkTSaqpILOPeilHOkbTLFCXSUo0HxmCiWRmV0QGWGKiTWIlE4K7ePJf0jiruk7VvXMr3jXMUIRDKMMxuHAJHtxCDepAIINneIU369F6sd6tj1lrwZrP7MMvWJ/fSCuXXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwvx3143lVyn202QAdfW4mjR5/I=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZmgRBKUkiugy6MZlBfuAJpTJdNoOnUzCzEQooeBH+ANuXCji1u9w179xmnah1QMXzpxzL3PvCRPOlHaciVVYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSWidxDyWrRArypmgdc00p61EUhyFnDbD4c3Ubz5QqVgs7vUooUGE+4L1GMHaSB37wOdY9DlF59WLU+T4Mn917IpTdXKgv8Sdk4pX9k+eJt6o1rG//G5M0ogKTThWqu06iQ4yLDUjnI5LfqpogskQ92nbUIEjqoIsX3+MjozSRb1YmhIa5erPiQxHSo2i0HRGWA/UojcV//Paqe5dBRkTSaqpILOPeilHOkbTLFCXSUo0HxmCiWRmV0QGWGKiTWIlE4K7ePJf0jiruk7VvXMr3jXMUIRDKMMxuHAJHtxCDepAIINneIU369F6sd6tj1lrwZrP7MMvWJ/fSCuXXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKDNJNzXQ8izGLYt2qLC5xFC5/M=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPEhIFNFj0YvHCtYWmlA22027dLMJuxuhhIJ/xYsHRbz6O7z5b9ymOWjrg4G3782wMy9MOVPadb+tytLyyupadb22sbm1vWPv7j2oJJOEtkjCE9kJsaKcCdrSTHPaSSXFcchpOxzdTP32I5WKJeJej1MaxHggWMQI1kbq2Qc+x2LAKTp3Lk6R68vi1bPrruMWQIvEK0kdSjR79pffT0gWU6EJx0p1PTfVQY6lZoTTSc3PFE0xGeEB7RoqcExVkBfrT9CxUfooSqQpoVGh/p7IcazUOA5NZ4z1UM17U/E/r5vp6CrImUgzTQWZfRRlHOkETbNAfSYp0XxsCCaSmV0RGWKJiTaJ1UwI3vzJi+ThzPFcx7vz6o3rMo4qHMIRnIAHl9CAW2hCCwjk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/Uxa61Y5cw+/IH1+QMsQpRQ</latexit>

hv2 = v1 · x, E lr(v2)i
<latexit sha1_base64="MpELYpbiYXj4Ss1V6+cY4Q5QXXQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="94MTTa7QsUo1uvtmydkkQKm4IcU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="94MTTa7QsUo1uvtmydkkQKm4IcU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="clRj8roHxA+wv6Klo7a8PaCRFIo=">AAACIXicbVBNS8MwGE79nPOr6tFLcAgTZLS7OBBhKILHCe4D1lrSLN3C0rQk6XCU/hUv/hUvHhTZTfwzZlsPuvlCwsPzQfI+fsyoVJb1Zaysrq1vbBa2its7u3v75sFhS0aJwKSJIxaJjo8kYZSTpqKKkU4sCAp9Rtr+8Gaqt0dESBrxBzWOiRuiPqcBxUhpyjNrDkO8zwgceVV4pW8bOrgXKfh0Dp1LmDoYMXibPaZMZGXtOYOOmAU8s2RVrNnAZWDnoATyaXjmxOlFOAkJV5ghKbu2FSs3RUJRzEhWdBJJYoSHqE+6GnIUEummsw0zeKqZHgwioQ9XcMb+TqQolHIc+toZIjWQi9qU/E/rJiqouSnlcaIIx/OHgoRBFcFpXbBHBcGKjTVAWFD9V4gHSCCsdKlFXYK9uPIyaFUrtsb3dql+nddRAMfgBJSBDS5AHdyBBmgCDJ7BK3gHH8aL8WZ8GpO5dcXIM0fgzxjfP95BoXw=</latexit>

hFV2, Etr(FV2)i
<latexit sha1_base64="0vEcs1yHT3vMwmIEbg70gvui3s0=">AAACDnicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXbkJLoaKUmW4U3BRFcVnBXqBTSyZN29BMZkgyQhn6BG58BF/BjQtF3Lp259uYXhba+kPgy/+fQ3KOH3GmtON8W6ml5ZXVtfR6ZmNza3vH3t2rqTCWhFZJyEPZ8LGinAla1Uxz2ogkxYHPad0fXIzz+j2VioXiVg8j2gpwT7AuI1gbq23nPY5Fj1N0VWuXjpF3hi7vEi1HhfH9EHlykrbtnFN0JkKL4M4gV856R08AUGnbX14nJHFAhSYcK9V0nUi3Eiw1I5yOMl6saITJAPdo06DAAVWtZDLOCOWN00HdUJojNJq4vzsSHCg1DHxTGWDdV/PZ2Pwva8a6e9pKmIhiTQWZPtSNOdIhGu8GdZikRPOhAUwkM39FpI8lJtpsMGOW4M6PvAi1UtE1fOPmyucwVRoOIAsFcOEEynANFagCgQd4hld4sx6tF+vd+piWpqxZzz78kfX5Axbtm7Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ponAJCQcMDq44zx/ppZ9YnXLlRQ=">AAACDnicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl7AxmCij3UXBy1AUjxPcC6xzpFm6haVpSVKhlH0CLx78Il48KOLVs7d9G9NuB53+IfDL//88JM/jhoxKZVlTI7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube+Yu3stGUQCkyYOWCA6LpKEUU6aiipGOqEgyHcZabvjizRv3xMhacBvVRySno+GnHoUI6Wtvll2GOJDRuBVq187hs4ZvLxLlJhU0vshdESW9s2SVbUywb9gz6FULzpHT9N63OibX84gwJFPuMIMSdm1rVD1EiQUxYxMCk4kSYjwGA1JVyNHPpG9JBtnAsvaGUAvEPpwBTP3Z0eCfClj39WVPlIjuZil5n9ZN1LeaS+hPIwU4Xj2kBcxqAKY7gYOqCBYsVgDwoLqv0I8QgJhpTdY0EuwF0f+C61a1dZ8Y5fq52CmPDgARVABNjgBdXANGqAJMHgAz+AVvBmPxovxbnzMSnPGvGcf/JLx+Q0gV508</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ponAJCQcMDq44zx/ppZ9YnXLlRQ=">AAACDnicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl7AxmCij3UXBy1AUjxPcC6xzpFm6haVpSVKhlH0CLx78Il48KOLVs7d9G9NuB53+IfDL//88JM/jhoxKZVlTI7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube+Yu3stGUQCkyYOWCA6LpKEUU6aiipGOqEgyHcZabvjizRv3xMhacBvVRySno+GnHoUI6Wtvll2GOJDRuBVq187hs4ZvLxLlJhU0vshdESW9s2SVbUywb9gz6FULzpHT9N63OibX84gwJFPuMIMSdm1rVD1EiQUxYxMCk4kSYjwGA1JVyNHPpG9JBtnAsvaGUAvEPpwBTP3Z0eCfClj39WVPlIjuZil5n9ZN1LeaS+hPIwU4Xj2kBcxqAKY7gYOqCBYsVgDwoLqv0I8QgJhpTdY0EuwF0f+C61a1dZ8Y5fq52CmPDgARVABNjgBdXANGqAJMHgAz+AVvBmPxovxbnzMSnPGvGcf/JLx+Q0gV508</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9n06jqyZfcGzwRsthn9U9rnIXuo=">AAACDnicbZBNS8MwGMdTX+d8q3r0EhyDCTLaXRS8DEXxOMG9wFpLmqVbWJqWJBVG2Sfw4lfx4kERr569+W1Mux5084HAL///85A8fz9mVCrL+jaWlldW19ZLG+XNre2dXXNvvyOjRGDSxhGLRM9HkjDKSVtRxUgvFgSFPiNdf3yZ+d0HIiSN+J2axMQN0ZDTgGKktOSZVYchPmQEXne8xgl0zuHVfarEtJbdj6EjctczK1bdygsugl1ABRTV8swvZxDhJCRcYYak7NtWrNwUCUUxI9Oyk0gSIzxGQ9LXyFFIpJvm60xhVSsDGERCH65grv6eSFEo5ST0dWeI1EjOe5n4n9dPVHDmppTHiSIczx4KEgZVBLNs4IAKghWbaEBYUP1XiEdIIKx0gmUdgj2/8iJ0GnVb861daV4UcZTAITgCNWCDU9AEN6AF2gCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx6x1yShmDsCfMj5/AARumi0=</latexit>

[I(FV2)]
<latexit sha1_base64="nTVn5K+e/sYg0vmhus2E8EH6JDo=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN6FFqAhlphtdFgXRXQV7gelQMmmmDc0kQ5IRytDHcOPCC259Gne+jelloa0/BD7+/xxyzgkTzrRx3W8nt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxQPj1paporQJpFcqk6INeVM0KZhhtNOoiiOQ07b4eh6mrcfqdJMigczTmgQ44FgESPYWMv30V3lptWrnaGgVyy7VXcmtAreAsr1Uvf8DQAaveJXty9JGlNhCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6aTQTTVNMBnhAfUtChxTHWSzkSfo1Dp9FEllnzBo5v7uyHCs9TgObWWMzVAvZ1Pzv8xPTXQZZEwkqaGCzD+KUo6MRNP9UZ8pSgwfW8BEMTsrIkOsMDH2SgV7BG955VVo1aqeW/XuvXL9CubKwwmUoAIeXEAdbqEBTSAg4Qle4NUxzrPz7nzMS3POoucY/sj5/AHq1ZEt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iKFlI6LqTJi1YwRtSRWT6NUdc/o=">AAAB8nicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0M7QIFaEk3egyKIjuKtgLpKFMppN26GQSZiZCCH0L3bhQxK1P465v4/Sy0NYfBj7+/xzmnBMknClt2xNrbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OCwdHbdUnEpCmyTmsewEWFHOBG1qpjntJJLiKOC0HYxupnn7iUrFYvGos4T6ER4IFjKCtbE8D91Xb1u9+jnye6WKXbNnQqvgLKDilrsXzxM3a/RK391+TNKICk04Vspz7ET7OZaaEU7HxW6qaILJCA+oZ1DgiCo/n408RmfG6aMwluYJjWbu744cR0plUWAqI6yHajmbmv9lXqrDKz9nIkk1FWT+UZhypGM03R/1maRE88wAJpKZWREZYomJNlcqmiM4yyuvQqtec+ya8+BU3GuYqwCnUIYqOHAJLtxBA5pAIIYXeIN3S1uv1of1OS9dsxY9J/BH1tcP9D+Ssw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iKFlI6LqTJi1YwRtSRWT6NUdc/o=">AAAB8nicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0M7QIFaEk3egyKIjuKtgLpKFMppN26GQSZiZCCH0L3bhQxK1P465v4/Sy0NYfBj7+/xzmnBMknClt2xNrbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OCwdHbdUnEpCmyTmsewEWFHOBG1qpjntJJLiKOC0HYxupnn7iUrFYvGos4T6ER4IFjKCtbE8D91Xb1u9+jnye6WKXbNnQqvgLKDilrsXzxM3a/RK391+TNKICk04Vspz7ET7OZaaEU7HxW6qaILJCA+oZ1DgiCo/n408RmfG6aMwluYJjWbu744cR0plUWAqI6yHajmbmv9lXqrDKz9nIkk1FWT+UZhypGM03R/1maRE88wAJpKZWREZYomJNlcqmiM4yyuvQqtec+ya8+BU3GuYqwCnUIYqOHAJLtxBA5pAIIYXeIN3S1uv1of1OS9dsxY9J/BH1tcP9D+Ssw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d4GbR6YAcblWJxlT54Be9Jv72WU=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkrSix6Lguitgq2FNJTNdtMu3WTD7kQopT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbaMyzXiLKal0J6SGS5HwFgqUvJNqTuNQ8sdwdD3zH5+4NkIlDzhOeRDTQSIiwShayffJXfWm3aufk6BXrrg1dw6ySrycVCBHs1f+6vYVy2KeIJPUGN9zUwwmVKNgkk9L3czwlLIRHXDf0oTG3AST+clTcmaVPomUtpUgmau/JyY0NmYch7Yzpjg0y95M/M/zM4wug4lI0gx5whaLokwSVGT2P+kLzRnKsSWUaWFvJWxINWVoUyrZELzll1dJu17z3Jp371UaV3kcRTiBU6iCBxfQgFtoQgsYKHiGV3hz0Hlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/YVo+k</latexit>

hv1 = x + y, E lr(v1)i
<latexit sha1_base64="OFsTYipi6Z+KlRtapWAGwHemcI8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SiECxGzpRviepq16iK0QJMueYY4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SiECxGzpRviepq16iK0QJMueYY4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vq5lkZdw0aBqYXlJhzkpWMn36J0=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WoKCVxoyBCUQSXFewDmlom00k7dDIJM5NiCPkON/6KGxeKuBM3/o3TNAttPTBwOOdc7tzjhoxKZVnfRmFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwyt3eaMogEJg0csEC0XSQJo5w0FFWMtENBkO8y0nJHVxO/NSZC0oDfqTgkXR8NOPUoRkpLPdN2GOIDRuC4Z8ML+ACPYHwMnXOYOBgxeJ3eJ0ykFe0eOiJL9syyVbUywHli56QMctR75qfTD3DkE64wQ1J2bCtU3QQJRTEjacmJJAkRHqEB6WjKkU9kN8lOS+GBVvrQC4R+XMFM/T2RIF/K2Hd10kdqKGe9ifif14mUd9ZNKA8jRTieLvIiBlUAJz3BPhUEKxZrgrCg+q8QD5FAWOk2S7oEe/bkedI8qdqa39rl2mVeRxHsgX1QATY4BTVwA+qgATB4BM/gFbwZT8aL8W58TKMFI5/ZBX9gfP0Ae6+erA==</latexit>

Abstracting v2
<latexit sha1_base64="WPmps/iTK1NM5SsYU96p9ejj2RY=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsbAaDYBV202gZtLFM0FwgWeLsZDYZMju7zJwNhCWPYGOhiK1PZGfjszi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHOCRAqDrvvlrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eFo+OGiVPNeJ3FMtatgBouheJ1FCh5K9GcRoHkzWB4O82bI66NiNUDjhPuR7SvRCgYRWvdj7rlbqHoltyZyCp4CyhWTmvfjwBQ7RY+O72YpRFXyCQ1pu25CfoZ1SiY5JN8JzU8oWxI+7xtUdGIGz+bjTohF9bpkTDW9ikkM/d3R0YjY8ZRYCsjigOznE3N/7J2iuG1nwmVpMgVm38UppJgTKZ7k57QnKEcW6BMCzsrYQOqKUN7nbw9gre88io0yiXPLXk1r1i5gblycAbncAkeXEEF7qAKdWDQhyd4gVdHOs/Om/M+L11zFj0n8EfOxw+X0I+B</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uFss57rd9dSRRTJYueezfRiyZow=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsbAaDYBV202gZYmOZoLlAsoTZyUkyZHZ2mZkNhCWPYGOhiK2tb+ET2Nn4LE4uhSb+MPDx/+cw55wgFlwb1/1y1tY3Nre2MzvZ3b39g8Pc0XFdR4liWGORiFQzoBoFl1gz3AhsxgppGAhsBMObad4YodI8kvdmHKMf0r7kPc6osdbdqFPs5PJuwZ2JrIK3gHzptPrN38sflU7us92NWBKiNExQrVueGxs/pcpwJnCSbScaY8qGtI8ti5KGqP10NuqEXFinS3qRsk8aMnN/d6Q01HocBrYypGagl7Op+V/WSkzv2k+5jBODks0/6iWCmIhM9yZdrpAZMbZAmeJ2VsIGVFFm7HWy9gje8sqrUC8WPLfgVb18qQxzZeAMzuESPLiCEtxCBWrAoA8P8ATPjnAenRfndV665ix6TuCPnLcf6RGRPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uFss57rd9dSRRTJYueezfRiyZow=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsbAaDYBV202gZYmOZoLlAsoTZyUkyZHZ2mZkNhCWPYGOhiK2tb+ET2Nn4LE4uhSb+MPDx/+cw55wgFlwb1/1y1tY3Nre2MzvZ3b39g8Pc0XFdR4liWGORiFQzoBoFl1gz3AhsxgppGAhsBMObad4YodI8kvdmHKMf0r7kPc6osdbdqFPs5PJuwZ2JrIK3gHzptPrN38sflU7us92NWBKiNExQrVueGxs/pcpwJnCSbScaY8qGtI8ti5KGqP10NuqEXFinS3qRsk8aMnN/d6Q01HocBrYypGagl7Op+V/WSkzv2k+5jBODks0/6iWCmIhM9yZdrpAZMbZAmeJ2VsIGVFFm7HWy9gje8sqrUC8WPLfgVb18qQxzZeAMzuESPLiCEtxCBWrAoA8P8ATPjnAenRfndV665ix6TuCPnLcf6RGRPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I+ythwE2gP5apfeMCdOWK0Y2O2I=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxInc0UhJtLDHKRwIXsrfMwYa9vcvuHgm58BNsLDTG1l9k579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8HkbuF3pqg0j+WTmSXoR3QkecgZNVZ6nA5qg3LFrbpLkE3i5aQCOZqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgvNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s+Wpc3JllSEJY2VLGrJUf09kNNJ6FgW2M6JmrNe9hfif10tNWPczLpPUoGSrRWEqiInJ4m8y5AqZETNLKFPc3krYmCrKjE2nZEPw1l/eJO1a1XOr3oNXadzmcRThAi7hGjy4gQbcQxNawGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PVWnDymXP4A+fzBwk4jZw=</latexit>

hy, Etr(y)i
<latexit sha1_base64="B0iYNlYKyRmRDVoaiY6z9VdPqi0=">AAACBHicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hlmiFBiChh10bLoAiWEcwFsmuYncwmQ2Znl5lZYVlS2PgcdjYWitj6EHa+jZPEQhN/GPj4zzmcOb8fc6a0bX9ZuaXlldW1/HphY3Nre6e4u9dSUSIJbZKIR7LjY0U5E7Spmea0E0uKQ5/Ttj+6mNTbd1QqFokbncbUC/FAsIARrI3VK5ZcjsWAU5Qeo8vbTMtxNT105dTrFSt2zZ4KLYLzA5V62T16BIBGr/jp9iOShFRowrFSXceOtZdhqRnhdFxwE0VjTEZ4QLsGBQ6p8rLpEWN0YJw+CiJpntBo6v6eyHCoVBr6pjPEeqjmaxPzv1o30cGZlzERJ5oKMlsUJBzpCE0SQX0mKdE8NYCJZOaviAyxxESb3AomBGf+5EVondQcw9dOpX4OM+WhBGWoggOnUIcraEATCNzDE7zAq/VgPVtv1vusNWf9zOzDH1kf3+DXmRM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tvgWac/gz1SXK1qjP8u7PqrZYvk=">AAACBHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLeqym6FFqCglcaPLoAguK9gLNLFMppN26GQSZiZCCF248Ql8BzcuFHHrQ7jr2zhNu9DWHwY+/nMOZ87vx4xKZVkTo7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6Z+wctGSUCkyaOWCQ6PpKEUU6aiipGOrEgKPQZafujq2m9/UCEpBG/U2lMvBANOA0oRkpbPbPsMsQHjMD0FF7fZ0qMa+mxK3KvZ1atupULLoM9h6pTcU+eJ07a6Jnfbj/CSUi4wgxJ2bWtWHkZEopiRsYlN5EkRniEBqSrkaOQSC/LjxjDI+30YRAJ/biCuft7IkOhlGno684QqaFcrE3N/2rdRAUXXkZ5nCjC8WxRkDCoIjhNBPapIFixVAPCguq/QjxEAmGlcyvpEOzFk5ehdVa3Nd/aVecSzFQEZVABNWCDc+CAG9AATYDBI3gBb+DdeDJejQ/jc9ZaMOYzh+CPjK8f6kGamQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tvgWac/gz1SXK1qjP8u7PqrZYvk=">AAACBHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLeqym6FFqCglcaPLoAguK9gLNLFMppN26GQSZiZCCF248Ql8BzcuFHHrQ7jr2zhNu9DWHwY+/nMOZ87vx4xKZVkTo7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6Z+wctGSUCkyaOWCQ6PpKEUU6aiipGOrEgKPQZafujq2m9/UCEpBG/U2lMvBANOA0oRkpbPbPsMsQHjMD0FF7fZ0qMa+mxK3KvZ1atupULLoM9h6pTcU+eJ07a6Jnfbj/CSUi4wgxJ2bWtWHkZEopiRsYlN5EkRniEBqSrkaOQSC/LjxjDI+30YRAJ/biCuft7IkOhlGno684QqaFcrE3N/2rdRAUXXkZ5nCjC8WxRkDCoIjhNBPapIFixVAPCguq/QjxEAmGlcyvpEOzFk5ehdVa3Nd/aVecSzFQEZVABNWCDc+CAG9AATYDBI3gBb+DdeDJejQ/jc9ZaMOYzh+CPjK8f6kGamQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4ib4NUZpTt3nm8wiiBlgmZlATZ4=">AAACBHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLeqym8EiVJCSuNFlUQSXFewF2lgm09N26GQSZiZCCF248VXcuFDErQ/hzrdxmmahrT8MfPznHM6c3484U9pxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7Z+8ftFQYSwpNGvJQdnyigDMBTc00h04kgQQ+h7Y/uZrV2w8gFQvFnU4i8AIyEmzIKNHG6tvlHidixAEnp/j6PtVyWk1OejLz+nbFqTmZ8DK4OVRQrkbf/uoNQhoHIDTlRKmu60TaS4nUjHKYlnqxgojQCRlB16AgASgvzY6Y4mPjDPAwlOYJjTP390RKAqWSwDedAdFjtVibmf/VurEeXngpE1GsQdD5omHMsQ7xLBE8YBKo5okBQiUzf8V0TCSh2uRWMiG4iycvQ+us5hq+dSv1yzyOIiqjI1RFLjpHdXSDGqiJKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MWwtWPnOI/sj6/AHOWJeK</latexit>

hx, Etr(x)i
<latexit sha1_base64="ANkNcHFyWTtNnYCJcEwpNpiYq24=">AAACBHicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrVMMyQIESXs2mgZFMEygrlAdg2zk9lkyOzsMjMrCUsKG5/DzsZCEVsfws63cXIpNPGHgY//nMOZ8/sxZ0rb9re1tLyyurae2chubm3v7Ob29usqSiShNRLxSDZ9rChngtY005w2Y0lx6HPa8PuX43rjnkrFInGrhzH1QtwVLGAEa2O1c3mXY9HlFA1O0NVdquWoNDhy5cRr54p22Z4ILYIzg2Kl4B4/AUC1nftyOxFJQio04ViplmPH2kux1IxwOsq6iaIxJn3cpS2DAodUeenkiBE6NE4HBZE0T2g0cX9PpDhUahj6pjPEuqfma2Pzv1or0cG5lzIRJ5oKMl0UJBzpCI0TQR0mKdF8aAATycxfEelhiYk2uWVNCM78yYtQPy07hm+cYuUCpspAHgpQAgfOoALXUIUaEHiAZ3iFN+vRerHerY9p65I1mzmAP7I+fwDdtZkR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DiNc5clJSK2zAWtWfOr1jqkG6jk=">AAACBHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLeqym6FFqCglcaPLoAguK9gLNLFMppN26GQSZibSErpw4xP4Dm5cKOLWh3DXt3GadqGtPwx8/OcczpzfjxmVyrImRm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0z9w8aMkoEJnUcsUi0fCQJo5zUFVWMtGJBUOgz0vQHV9N684EISSN+p0Yx8ULU4zSgGCltdcyiyxDvMQKHp/D6PlViXBkeuyLzOmbZqlqZ4DLYcyg7JffkeeKMah3z2+1GOAkJV5ghKdu2FSsvRUJRzMi44CaSxAgPUI+0NXIUEuml2RFjeKSdLgwioR9XMHN/T6QolHIU+rozRKovF2tT879aO1HBhZdSHieKcDxbFCQMqghOE4FdKghWbKQBYUH1XyHuI4Gw0rkVdAj24snL0Dir2ppv7bJzCWbKgyIogQqwwTlwwA2ogTrA4BG8gDfwbjwZr8aH8TlrzRnzmUPwR8bXD+cfmpc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DiNc5clJSK2zAWtWfOr1jqkG6jk=">AAACBHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLeqym6FFqCglcaPLoAguK9gLNLFMppN26GQSZibSErpw4xP4Dm5cKOLWh3DXt3GadqGtPwx8/OcczpzfjxmVyrImRm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0z9w8aMkoEJnUcsUi0fCQJo5zUFVWMtGJBUOgz0vQHV9N684EISSN+p0Yx8ULU4zSgGCltdcyiyxDvMQKHp/D6PlViXBkeuyLzOmbZqlqZ4DLYcyg7JffkeeKMah3z2+1GOAkJV5ghKdu2FSsvRUJRzMi44CaSxAgPUI+0NXIUEuml2RFjeKSdLgwioR9XMHN/T6QolHIU+rozRKovF2tT879aO1HBhZdSHieKcDxbFCQMqghOE4FdKghWbKQBYUH1XyHuI4Gw0rkVdAj24snL0Dir2ppv7bJzCWbKgyIogQqwwTlwwA2ogTrA4BG8gDfwbjwZr8aH8TlrzRnzmUPwR8bXD+cfmpc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNBHbkJHcWshSF+MGpLZ7KRuFFs=">AAACBHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLeqym8EiVJCSuNFlUQSXFewF2lgm02k7dDIJMyfSErpw46u4caGIWx/CnW/jNM1CW38Y+PjPOZw5vx8JrsFxvq3cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7Z+8fNHQYK8rqNBShavlEM8ElqwMHwVqRYiTwBWv6o6tZvfnAlOahvINJxLyADCTvc0rAWF272BFEDgTD41N8fZ+AmpbHJx2Vel275FScVHgZ3AxKKFOta391eiGNAyaBCqJ123Ui8BKigFPBpoVOrFlE6IgMWNugJAHTXpIeMcXHxunhfqjMk4BT9/dEQgKtJ4FvOgMCQ71Ym5n/1dox9C+8hMsoBibpfFE/FhhCPEsE97hiFMTEAKGKm79iOiSKUDC5FUwI7uLJy9A4q7iGb91S9TKLI4+K6AiVkYvOURXdoBqqI4oe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsf89aclc0coj+yPn8AyzaXiA==</latexit>

[I(x)]
<latexit sha1_base64="fLk7RW0pYIxPZbQCZUvzai7pnR0=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN6FFqAhlxo0ui250V8FeYDqUTJppQzPJmGTEMvQl3LhQpFtfx51vY3pZaOsPgY//P4ecc8KEM21c99vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo6aWqSK0QSSXqh1iTTkTtGGY4bSdKIrjkNNWOLyZ5q0nqjST4sGMEhrEuC9YxAg21mr76K7yfIaCbrHsVt2Z0Cp4CyjXSp3zCQDUu8WvTk+SNKbCEI619j03MUGGlWGE03Ghk2qaYDLEfepbFDimOshm847RqXV6KJLKPmHQzP3dkeFY61Ec2soYm4Fezqbmf5mfmugqyJhIUkMFmX8UpRwZiabLox5TlBg+soCJYnZWRAZYYWLsiQr2CN7yyqvQvKh6btW798q1a5grDydQggp4cAk1uIU6NIAAhxd4g3fn0Xl1PpzJvDTnLHqO4Y+czx9i1pBa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eh44ZG1TW/js5vLk11CQPm8F8Wk=">AAAB73icbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0M7QIFaEkbnQZdKO7CvYCaSiT6aQdOpnEmYkYQl9CBBeKuPV13PVtnF4W2vrDwMf/n8Occ4KEM6Vte2ytrK6tb2wWtorbO7t7+6WDw6aKU0log8Q8lu0AK8qZoA3NNKftRFIcBZy2guH1JG89UqlYLO51llA/wn3BQkawNlbbQ7fVp1Pkd0sVu2ZPhZbBmUPFLXfOXsZuVu+Wvju9mKQRFZpwrJTn2In2cyw1I5yOip1U0QSTIe5Tz6DAEVV+Pp13hE6M00NhLM0TGk3d3x05jpTKosBURlgP1GI2Mf/LvFSHl37ORJJqKsjsozDlSMdosjzqMUmJ5pkBTCQzsyIywBITbU5UNEdwFldehuZ5zbFrzp1Tca9gpgIcQxmq4MAFuHADdWgAAQ7P8Abv1oP1an1Yn7PSFWvecwR/ZH39AGxAkeA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eh44ZG1TW/js5vLk11CQPm8F8Wk=">AAAB73icbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0M7QIFaEkbnQZdKO7CvYCaSiT6aQdOpnEmYkYQl9CBBeKuPV13PVtnF4W2vrDwMf/n8Occ4KEM6Vte2ytrK6tb2wWtorbO7t7+6WDw6aKU0log8Q8lu0AK8qZoA3NNKftRFIcBZy2guH1JG89UqlYLO51llA/wn3BQkawNlbbQ7fVp1Pkd0sVu2ZPhZbBmUPFLXfOXsZuVu+Wvju9mKQRFZpwrJTn2In2cyw1I5yOip1U0QSTIe5Tz6DAEVV+Pp13hE6M00NhLM0TGk3d3x05jpTKosBURlgP1GI2Mf/LvFSHl37ORJJqKsjsozDlSMdosjzqMUmJ5pkBTCQzsyIywBITbU5UNEdwFldehuZ5zbFrzp1Tca9gpgIcQxmq4MAFuHADdWgAAQ7P8Abv1oP1an1Yn7PSFWvecwR/ZH39AGxAkeA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FbTilLvn8e/OXkcRSQvi6uS9N70=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhBiE+5stAzaaBfBfEByhL3NXLJkb+/c3RPDkT9hY6GIrX/Hzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR9dRvPaLSPJb3ZpygH9GB5CFn1Fip3SG3lacz4vdKZbfqzkCWiZeTMuSo90pf3X7M0gilYYJq3fHcxPgZVYYzgZNiN9WYUDaiA+xYKmmE2s9m907IqVX6JIyVLWnITP09kdFI63EU2M6ImqFe9Kbif14nNeGln3GZpAYlmy8KU0FMTKbPkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsREUbgrf48jJpnlc9t+rdeeXaVR5HAY7hBCrgwQXU4Abq0AAGAp7hFd6cB+fFeXc+5q0rTj5zBH/gfP4AUFeO0Q==</latexit>

[I(y)]
<latexit sha1_base64="hbyp5d4gwqYzmHjnXBWyq0wbmFY=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJrQIFaHMuNFl0Y3uKtgLTIeSSTNtbCYZkowwDH0HNy4UEXe+jzvfxvSy0NYfAh//fw4554QJZ9q47rezsrq2vrFZ2Cpu7+zu7ZcODltaporQJpFcqk6INeVM0KZhhtNOoiiOQ07b4eh6krcfqdJMinuTJTSI8UCwiBFsrNXyb6vZadArVdyaOxVaBm8OlXq5e/YBAI1e6avblySNqTCEY619z01MkGNlGOF0XOymmiaYjPCA+hYFjqkO8um0Y3RinT6KpLJPGDR1f3fkONY6i0NbGWMz1IvZxPwv81MTXQY5E0lqqCCzj6KUIyPRZHXUZ4oSwzMLmChmZ0VkiBUmxh6oaI/gLa68DK3zmufWvDuvUr+CmQpwDGWoggcXUIcbaEATCDzAE7zAqyOdZ+fNeZ+VrjjzniP4I+fzB7bHkAc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5ttuKNqqCMavlFVjTkLtAt+elac=">AAAB7XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm6FFqAglcaPLoBvdVbAXSEOZTCft2MkkzEyEEPoOLnShiFvfx13fxulloa0/DHz8/znMOSdIOFPatidWYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrVUnEpCmyTmsewEWFHOBG1qpjntJJLiKOC0HYxupnn7iUrFYvGgs4T6ER4IFjKCtbFa3l0tO/N75apdt2dCq+AsoOpWuucvEzdr9Mrf3X5M0ogKTThWynPsRPs5lpoRTselbqpogskID6hnUOCIKj+fTTtGp8bpozCW5gmNZu7vjhxHSmVRYCojrIdqOZua/2VeqsMrP2ciSTUVZP5RmHKkYzRdHfWZpETzzAAmkplZERliiYk2ByqZIzjLK69C66Lu2HXn3qm61zBXEU6gAjVw4BJcuIUGNIHAIzzDG7xbsfVqfVif89KCteg5hj+yvn4AwDGRjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5ttuKNqqCMavlFVjTkLtAt+elac=">AAAB7XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm6FFqAglcaPLoBvdVbAXSEOZTCft2MkkzEyEEPoOLnShiFvfx13fxulloa0/DHz8/znMOSdIOFPatidWYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrVUnEpCmyTmsewEWFHOBG1qpjntJJLiKOC0HYxupnn7iUrFYvGgs4T6ER4IFjKCtbFa3l0tO/N75apdt2dCq+AsoOpWuucvEzdr9Mrf3X5M0ogKTThWynPsRPs5lpoRTselbqpogskID6hnUOCIKj+fTTtGp8bpozCW5gmNZu7vjhxHSmVRYCojrIdqOZua/2VeqsMrP2ciSTUVZP5RmHKkYzRdHfWZpETzzAAmkplZERliiYk2ByqZIzjLK69C66Lu2HXn3qm61zBXEU6gAjVw4BJcuIUGNIHAIzzDG7xbsfVqfVif89KCteg5hj+yvn4AwDGRjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bzVZ+0ZYtpb+N+wk1MJTR+xtbRo=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkriRY9FL3qrYD8gDWWz3bRrN7thdyOE0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2rjut1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHHS1TRWibSC5VL8SaciZo2zDDaS9RFMchp91wcjPzu09UaSbFg8kSGsR4JFjECDZW6vh39ew8GFRrbsOdA60SryA1KNAaVL/6Q0nSmApDONba99zEBDlWhhFOp5V+qmmCyQSPqG+pwDHVQT6/dorOrDJEkVS2hEFz9fdEjmOtszi0nTE2Y73szcT/PD810VWQM5GkhgqyWBSlHBmJZq+jIVOUGJ5Zgoli9lZExlhhYmxAFRuCt/zyKulcNDy34d17teZ1EUcZTuAU6uDBJTThFlrQBgKP8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrSWnmDmGP3A+fwCkSI5+</latexit>

hx, Etr(x)i
<latexit sha1_base64="ANkNcHFyWTtNnYCJcEwpNpiYq24=">AAACBHicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrVMMyQIESXs2mgZFMEygrlAdg2zk9lkyOzsMjMrCUsKG5/DzsZCEVsfws63cXIpNPGHgY//nMOZ8/sxZ0rb9re1tLyyurae2chubm3v7Ob29usqSiShNRLxSDZ9rChngtY005w2Y0lx6HPa8PuX43rjnkrFInGrhzH1QtwVLGAEa2O1c3mXY9HlFA1O0NVdquWoNDhy5cRr54p22Z4ILYIzg2Kl4B4/AUC1nftyOxFJQio04ViplmPH2kux1IxwOsq6iaIxJn3cpS2DAodUeenkiBE6NE4HBZE0T2g0cX9PpDhUahj6pjPEuqfma2Pzv1or0cG5lzIRJ5oKMl0UJBzpCI0TQR0mKdF8aAATycxfEelhiYk2uWVNCM78yYtQPy07hm+cYuUCpspAHgpQAgfOoALXUIUaEHiAZ3iFN+vRerHerY9p65I1mzmAP7I+fwDdtZkR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DiNc5clJSK2zAWtWfOr1jqkG6jk=">AAACBHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLeqym6FFqCglcaPLoAguK9gLNLFMppN26GQSZibSErpw4xP4Dm5cKOLWh3DXt3GadqGtPwx8/OcczpzfjxmVyrImRm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0z9w8aMkoEJnUcsUi0fCQJo5zUFVWMtGJBUOgz0vQHV9N684EISSN+p0Yx8ULU4zSgGCltdcyiyxDvMQKHp/D6PlViXBkeuyLzOmbZqlqZ4DLYcyg7JffkeeKMah3z2+1GOAkJV5ghKdu2FSsvRUJRzMi44CaSxAgPUI+0NXIUEuml2RFjeKSdLgwioR9XMHN/T6QolHIU+rozRKovF2tT879aO1HBhZdSHieKcDxbFCQMqghOE4FdKghWbKQBYUH1XyHuI4Gw0rkVdAj24snL0Dir2ppv7bJzCWbKgyIogQqwwTlwwA2ogTrA4BG8gDfwbjwZr8aH8TlrzRnzmUPwR8bXD+cfmpc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DiNc5clJSK2zAWtWfOr1jqkG6jk=">AAACBHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLeqym6FFqCglcaPLoAguK9gLNLFMppN26GQSZibSErpw4xP4Dm5cKOLWh3DXt3GadqGtPwx8/OcczpzfjxmVyrImRm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0z9w8aMkoEJnUcsUi0fCQJo5zUFVWMtGJBUOgz0vQHV9N684EISSN+p0Yx8ULU4zSgGCltdcyiyxDvMQKHp/D6PlViXBkeuyLzOmbZqlqZ4DLYcyg7JffkeeKMah3z2+1GOAkJV5ghKdu2FSsvRUJRzMi44CaSxAgPUI+0NXIUEuml2RFjeKSdLgwioR9XMHN/T6QolHIU+rozRKovF2tT879aO1HBhZdSHieKcDxbFCQMqghOE4FdKghWbKQBYUH1XyHuI4Gw0rkVdAj24snL0Dir2ppv7bJzCWbKgyIogQqwwTlwwA2ogTrA4BG8gDfwbjwZr8aH8TlrzRnzmUPwR8bXD+cfmpc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNBHbkJHcWshSF+MGpLZ7KRuFFs=">AAACBHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLeqym8EiVJCSuNFlUQSXFewF2lgm02k7dDIJMyfSErpw46u4caGIWx/CnW/jNM1CW38Y+PjPOZw5vx8JrsFxvq3cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7Z+8fNHQYK8rqNBShavlEM8ElqwMHwVqRYiTwBWv6o6tZvfnAlOahvINJxLyADCTvc0rAWF272BFEDgTD41N8fZ+AmpbHJx2Vel275FScVHgZ3AxKKFOta391eiGNAyaBCqJ123Ui8BKigFPBpoVOrFlE6IgMWNugJAHTXpIeMcXHxunhfqjMk4BT9/dEQgKtJ4FvOgMCQ71Ym5n/1dox9C+8hMsoBibpfFE/FhhCPEsE97hiFMTEAKGKm79iOiSKUDC5FUwI7uLJy9A4q7iGb91S9TKLI4+K6AiVkYvOURXdoBqqI4oe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsf89aclc0coj+yPn8AyzaXiA==</latexit>

[I(x)]
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Fig. 2. Abstractions introduced in a simple expression AST
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Fig. 3. Incremental error analysis using gradual abstraction

error up to that node. In Figure 2, the newly introduced input
node (a “free variable” FV2) replaces the DAG under the ‘*’
operator. Instead of v2 carrying the symbolic error E lr(v2),
FV2 carries, for the remainder of the analysis, the concrete
error Etr(FV2).3 This has two advantages: (1) large portions
of the expression graph (and their symbolic errors) do not
burden the remainder of the analysis, (2) concrete errors can be
treated as constants, and incorporated during further symbolic
analysis, gaining even more efficiency.4

Using abstractions too frequently has its downside. Figure 2
illustrates how inputs such as x can flow into both the
abstracted node and also “higher up.” This has two disadvan-
tages. First, variables become uncorrelated, causing the global
optimizer to exaggerate error (as discussed in §IV). In our
example, with I(x) = I(y) = [−1, 1], abstraction obtains
FV2 = [−2.0, 2.0], and the output of the ‘−’ node, namely
FV2−x evaluates to [−3, 3]. Without abstraction, the output of
the ‘−’ node, namely (x+ y) ∗ x− x, evaluates to the tighter
interval [−2, 3]. Second, opportunities for error cancellation
(important in floating-point error analysis) are lost.
An Information-theoretic Abstraction Heuristic: We now
present a practical and automated abstraction heuristic that
blends a collection of competing factors. First, we recognize
the fact that symbolic execution of expression DAGs with
many reconvergent paths (common in FFTs, iterative solver
expressions, etc.; see Figure 3) tend to blow-up expression
sizes. To avoid this, we suitably incorporate the fanout of a
node (number of consumers of the same expression value) into
a formula (Equation (9)) detailed momentarily. Second, we
recognize the fact that a global optimizer query is involved
at each abstraction step, and so delayed abstractions may
choke the optimizer. While this may pressure us to abstract
sooner, we balance it with the risk of losing variable corre-
lations by finding a good compromise, leading to the idea
of an abstraction window that bounds the abstraction height
(Equation (11)) . All this is placed on a formal footing based
on ideas from Shannon’s [21] work, leading to two notions:
information content and entropy.

The information content, I(n, h), of a node (n) at height
h in the AST is a good relative measure for use in SATIRE
(instead of the probabilistic measure used in Shannon’s work;

3We obtain Etr(FV2) by dispatching the global optimizer, as captured
in Equation (4).

4SATIRE is neither “interval based” nor “affine based”—it is a combined
interval and “symbolic-affine” analysis approach.

here, H is the full AST height and 0 ≤ h ≤ H measures the
distance to the root). This is captured in Equation (9) which
helps compute cut points for abstraction at candidate nodes n:

I(n, h) = − log(h/H) · (fanout(n)) (9)

A node at the root (output node) of the AST does not needs
to be abstracted and hence yields no infromation. The further
away a node is from the root or larger the fanout of a node,
the more fitting candidate it is for abstraction. I(n, h) captures
this key information quite effectively.

Next we define the cost function as an information entropy
measure (similar to the expectation of information in Shan-
non’s work). In SATIRE, we abstract all nodes at a selected
height (as illustrated by Figure 3 which shows two abstraction
steps at a height of 2). Let C(h) define the cost in this sense,
as shown in Equation (10) where N(h) denotes the set of
all nodes at height h. As per this formula, one can observe
that h/H and − log(h/H) work in opposition, preferring h
roughly “halfway”:

C(h) =
∑

ni∈N(h)

(
− h

H
· log(h/H)

)
· fanout(ni) (10)

In SATIRE, an abstraction window, define by a pair [H1, H2],
bounds candidate abstraction heights, balancing expression
sizes and variable correlations, as captured by Equation (11):

H = argmax
H1≤h≤H2

∑
ni∈N(h)

(
− h

H2
· log(h/H2)

)
· fanout(ni) (11)

Here, H denotes the selected abstraction height.
Last but not least, as pointed out in §I, the advantages of

abstraction are far more for nonlinear benchmarks than linear
benchmarks. This is an aspect not easily captured by any
equation; we rely on user judgement for this aspect.

Our abstraction heuristic is designed to strike a good balance
between several competing factors that affect its efficacy, while
also staying fast and simple-enough to code. The efficacy of
abstraction depends on expression sizes, the degree of non-
linearity, the extent of variable correlation loss, the execution
time of each optimizer call, and many more such factors. The
abstraction heuristic implementation is driven primarily by
sub-expression sizes, node fanouts and variable correlations.
We now assess the efficacy of our abstraction heuristic by com-
paring it against trends observed with fixed-depth abstractions.



Comparison with Fixed Depth Abstraction: Table II
presents the error bounds and execution times at fixed abstrac-
tion depths for three examples, namely FFT, Lorenz70 and
Scan. These examples rely on different (and often competing)
aspects of abstraction. Scan is an example type where one can
obtain the same tight error bound even with small abstraction
depths, without the worry of huge variable correlation losses.
For such examples, a smaller abstraction depth that leads to
better overall runtime is preferred.

In contrast, FFT presents a completely different scenario:
larger abstraction depths lead to tighter error bounds, but
with diminishing returns beyond a point—while increasing
the execution time beyond that point. Instead of forcing the
user to guess this critical point, SATIRE’s abstraction window
mechanism allows the user to suggest a range of depths. For
example, a window of (10,20) suggested by the user obtains
a bound of 4.52e-13 for an execution time of merely 17
seconds. It turns out that an abstraction depth of 10 is optimal
for this example (finding this value through trial-and-error is
impractical).

While it is tempting to treat SATIRE’s global optimizer
as a black box during abstraction, doing so can severely
hurt performance. An optimizer query involving 2K operators
returns in 26 seconds, while with 24K operators, the runtime
goes up to 4450 secs (virtually exponential growth observed).
As a matter of fact non-linear benchmarks exhibit higher
runtime sensitivity because their path-strength derivatives are
actual expressions (for linear benchmarks, these derivatives
are constants). Thus, with non-linear benchmarks, one faces
expression complexity twice: in the forward symbolic ex-
pressions and in the path-strength expressions. The forward
expression is small at small depths with the reverse derivative
large; and at higher depths, the opposite is true. Therefore,
abstractions exercised midway in the expression tree obtain
the best results, as they tend to strike a good balance between
these two.

In our studies (Table II), we find that Lorenz70 can generate
error expressions that choke the optimizer merely at a depth
of 19, with each query taking hours. In such situations, having
the ability to suggest heuristic parameters for abstraction helps
guide Satire. Note that the upper and lower bounds of the
abstraction window only act as hints; Satire can instantiate the
actual abstraction depths “as necessary” within such windows
SATIRE can automatically adjust the bounds when faced with
large expression complexity (e.g., when Lorenz70 was run
with an input window (20,40), Satire automatically reduced
the lower bound from 20 to 18). To summarize, simple self-
adjusting abstraction mechanisms eliminate the need for users
from having to commit to specific choices that may prove to
be highly suboptimal.

VI. EVALUATION

Tool Overview: Figure 4 provides an overview of the various
stages of SATIRE’s execution. SATIRE begins by reading-in
a problem definition file in a simple syntax describing ex-
pressions and input intervals, and also optional command line

Fixed Depth
Examples

FFT Lorenz70 Scan

err
Exec
Time err

Exec
Time err

Exec
Time

8 4.34e-13 14 1.12e-11 88 9.38e-13 24
9 3.98e-13 17 1.05e-12 45 9.38e-13 18

10 4.44e-13 18 2.58e-12 152 9.38e-13 22
11 4.60e-13 18 4.56e-12 128 9.38e-13 35
12 4.52e-13 18 5.58e-12 150 9.38e-13 49
13 4.75e-13 24 1.70e-11 168 9.38e-13 61
14 4.39e-13 24 5.91e-12 627 9.38e-13 78
15 4.36e-13 28 7.31e-12 987 9.38e-13 93
16 4.43e-13 42 7.90e-12 1220 9.28e-13 109
17 4.18e-13 41 2.43e-12 3400 9.38e-13 131
18 4.18e-13 47 7.93e-13 2041 9.38e-13 142
19 4.21e-13 70

NA
9.38e-13 137

20 4.08e-13 71 9.38e-13 140
21 4.08e-13 68 9.38e-13 138

TABLE II
ERROR BOUNDS AND EXECUTION TIMES FOR THREE EXAMPLES

OBTAINED WHEN PERFORMING ABSTRCATIONS FOR A SET OF FIXED
DEPTH VALUES

arguments for abstraction-specific parameters. Each symbolic
variable is derived from the var datatype of Symengine [20].
First, SATIRE builds the full abstract syntax tree (AST). If
abstraction is disabled, SATIRE initiates Direct Solve that by-
passes abstraction, attempting to directly solve for the full error
expression. Otherwise, the abstraction loop is entered with
the specified abstraction window (defaults to [10, 40], unless
the user overrides this choice). All nodes at the heuristically
determined abstraction height h (§V) are then abstracted by
calling Direct Solve on the set of selected candidate nodes
(denoted by the dashed line in figure 4. Post abstraction, the
abstracted nodes are mutated to become free variables, with
concrete function and error intervals. An AST that reduces
in height by h is then rebuilt. If warranted, the process of
abstraction continues for the remaining AST; else Direct Solve
is invoked on the AST that remains at this point.

Direct
Solve

Build 
AST Abstract?

Abstract all 
nodes at `h’

Rebuild AST
More

abstractions ?
Expression

Builder
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Fig. 4. Overview of SATIRE

During Direct Solve, SATIRE first invokes an expression
builder to assign symbolic expression at each node, conducting
expression canonicalization (§IV) in the process via the expand
functionality of Symengine. Next, the Expression Builder
performs a depth-first traversal beginning from the set of root
nodes (SATIRE allows for solving multi-rooted expression



DAGs). It is followed by a breadth-first traversal to obtain
the reverse mode symbolic derivatives (we have built this
functionality as part of SATIRE).

Once both the symbolic expression and derivative are avail-
able at a node, SATIRE generates the corresponding symbolic
error expression contributed by the node to each DAG output,
aggregating these error expressions in an accumulator held
at the outputs. The derivative evaluation and error generation
are done in synchrony to avoid multiple traversals of the
AST. When the output node error accumulation is finished,
the results are fed to the global optimizer (Gelpia) to obtain
its concrete error bound.
Experimental Setup: SATIRE is compatible with Python3,
and its symbolic engine is based on SymEngine [20]. All
benchmarks were executed with Python3.8.0 version on a dual
14-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680v4 2.60GHz CPUs system
(total 28 processor cores) with 128GB of RAM. To arrive
at an objective comparison, the core analysis algorithms were
measured without any multicore parallelism (both for FPTaylor
and SATIRE). The Gelpia solver (optimizer) does employ
internal multithreading: we did not alter it in any way when
we used either FPTaylor or SATIRE. All FPTaylor benchmarks
used their specified data types.

Our main focus during evaluation will be the larger bench-
marks, none of which can be rigorously analyzed by other
tools. These are instantiated using the double precision
floating-point type. For our empirical checks using shadow
values, we employed GCC’s quadmath.
Larger Benchmarks: Our larger benchmarks cover sten-
cils (e.g., Finite-Difference Time-Domain FDTD), iterative
solvers, Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), Tensor Contractions,
matrix multiplication and Lorenz system of equations (a
well-known nonlinear benchmark that exhibits the ”butterfly
effect”). We ported the stencil kernels for heat (H*), Poisson
(P*) and Convection Diffusion (C) type from [22] and unrolled
them over 32 steps to be in SATIRE’s input format. The data
range values for these variables were obtained by scanning the
input domain of their initial conditions.

For Conjugate Gradient solvers, the input matrices were
obtained from [25] and analyzed over 20 iterations of the
solver. Tensor contractions are extensively used in computa-
tional chemistry codes. We obtained smaller block level data
for 4D tensor contractions from a CCSD [26] calculation
on Uracil molecule, with the inner dimension of 35x35 for
the contraction. For correctness of the contraction, the inner
dimension is required to be preserved, while the outer dimen-
sions can be divided into smaller partitions for simplifying the
problem.

Table III summarizes the aforesaid large benchmarks where
column Direct Solve indicates the bounds obtained without
any abstractions. The “Num OPs” column shows the number
of operators in a single expression tree created by unrolling the
loops in these benchmarks to various sizes. The unroll factors
were chosen with two objectives: (1) push SATIRE to its limits,
and (2) mimic what a user of SATIRE might do in the field to
understand error-buildup across iterations. We neither attempt

to compute a tight loop invariant nor determine the fixed-point
semantics of loops: these are known to be very difficult for
floating-point computations (see discussions in §VII).

For our linear benchmarks, path strength expressions ag-
gregate to constant factors, allowing huge scalability without
abstractions. For instance, Direct Solve handles FDTD with
≈ 192K operators. However for Lorenz, the path strength
expressions are quite complex symbolic expressions, and
therefore abstractions were essential at around 300 operators.
Abstractions: In our experiments pertaining to abstraction,
we did observe the competing forces (e.g., the effects of
frequent and infrequent abstractions) mentioned in §V at play.
An encouraging observation was that frequent abstractions did
weaken the error bounds, but by not much—they remain in the
same order of magnitude. Certain examples did suffer a lot:
in FDTD for example, concretization of internal nodes during
abstraction introduced larger correlation losses. Fortunately,
FDTD also does not critically depend on abstractions. For such
examples, correlations outweigh the need to abstract, resulting
in favorable error cancellations.

We chose three candidate abstraction windows in our ex-
periments — (10,20), (15,25) and (20,40). In a majority of
the cases, smaller abstraction windows tended to estimate
reasonably tight error bounds while reducing the execution
time dramatically. This is especially impactful when many op-
timizer queries are involved. In the CCSD benchmark, SATIRE
makes 26K and 12K optimizer queries for abstraction windows
of [10,20] and [20,40] respectively. Although, the number of
queries get halved, each query takes longer, increasing the
total execution time – while in the end obtaining the same
error bound.

We now briefly discuss whether and how semantics-
preserving changes to one’s code might impact abstraction.
Given that such changes modify the expression DAG, round-
off error bounds will also get affected correspondingly. In one
simple study, a 1,024 point serial summation yielded an error
bound of 2.91e-11 while a reduction-tree based summation
of the same items yielded an error bound of 5.68e-13 which
is two orders of magnitude tighter. In another simple study,
we also compared a straightforward polynomial calculation
against the Horner’s method. Both Horner’s method and tree
reduction are known to be precision-preserving by design than
their counterparts (standard polynomial evaluations and serial
summation, respectively) as was confirmed by SATIRE. We
also observed that for the reduction scheme, there is negligible
impact due to abstraction. For Horner’s method, we observe
slight loss of tightness where the error bound drops from the
original bound of 1.0e-13 (without abstraction) to 4.43e-13
when using an abstraction window of (10,20). In summary,
these equivalence-preserving transformations appear to have
the same order of magnitude of impact on the computed error
bounds either with or without abstraction.
Result Reuse through Expression Hashing: We now de-
scribe a result-reuse method that saves on computations. Given
that SATIRE abstracts all nodes at a selected height, for time
iterative kernels such as stencils, this boils down to abstracting



Benchmarks Num OPs Direct Solve Window-(10,20) Window-(15,25) Window-(20,40)

Absolute
Error Bound

Execution
Time
(secs)

Absolute
Error Bound

Execution
Time
(secs)

Absolute
Error Bound

Execution
Time
(secs)

Absolute
Error Bound

Execution
Time
(secs)

lorenz20(y) 300 NA NA 1.25e-14 14 1.25e-14 519 1.24e-14 528
lorenz40(y) 600 NA NA 9.11e-14 29 9.33e-14 1131 9.02e-14 1192
lorenz70(y) 1050 NA NA 1.06e-12 50 8.14e-13 2088 8.14e-13 2150

Scan(1024pt) 2K 9.38e-13 141 9.38e-13 141 9.38e-13 141 9.38e-13 141
Scan(4096pt) 8K 4.66e-11 2822 4.66e-11 13 4.66e-11 2837 4.66e-11 2859
FFT-1024pt 81K 3.98e-13 171 4.52e-13 17 4.36e-13 28 3.98e-13 171
FFT-4096pt 393K 1.82e-12 2581 2.02e-12 68 1.935e-12 106 1.82e-12 2576

H1a 393K NA NA 1.11e-14 1322 / 274 1.11e-14 3767 / 692 1.11e-14 10579 / 2615
H2a 393K NA NA 1.94e-14 1340 / 275 1.94e-14 3792 / 694 1.94e-14 10480 / 2603
H0a 393K NA NA 5.55e-14 1334 / 280 5.55e-14 3784 / 697 5.55e-14 10472 / 2597
P1a 436k NA NA 2.26e-14 680 / 234 2.26e-14 1216 / 360 2.26e-14 2445 / 966
P2a 436k NA NA 2.26e-14 612 / 161 2.26e-14 1213 / 456 2.26e-14 2428 / 942
P0a 436k NA NA 7.55e-14 606 / 180 7.55e-14 1225 / 458 7.55e-14 2435 / 998
C1a 436k NA NA 6.25e-15 1772 / 1186 6.25e-15 4122 / 3038 6.25e-15 10875 / 7969
C2a 436k NA NA 6.25e-15 1170 / 1277 6.25e-15 4117 / 2963 6.25e-15 10766 / 7980
C0a 436k NA NA 5.56e-14 1593 / 914 5.56e-14 4164 / 2827 5.56e-14 10839 / 7946

Advection 453k 1.01e-13 3212 / 1479 1.01e-13 3218 / 1476 1.01e-13 3247 / 1623 1.01e-13 3215 / 1476
FDTD 192k 3.71e-13 8902 – – – – – –

matmul-64x64 520K 4.76e-13 65 4.76e-13 58 4.76e-13 55 4.76e-13 54
matmul-128x128 4177K 1.86e-12 763 1.86e-12 664 1.86e-12 556 1.86e-12 527

Tensor contraction 1530K NA NA 2.28e-13 3676 2.28e-13 3115 2.28e-13 3142
Tensor contractionb 1530K NA NA 1.57e-19 1473 1.57e-19 953 1.57e-19 752

CG-Arcb 211K 3.15e-19 1206 1.23e-17 2291 1.68e-17 1032 1.54e-17 3866
CG-Poresb 45K 2.67e-05 9 – – – – – –
Mol-Dync 5K NA NA 3.96e-14 49 4.46e-14 117 4.46e-14 117

Serial Sum 1023 2.91e-11 5407 2.91e-11 14 2.91e-11 11 2.91e-11 11
Reduction 1023 5.68e-13 32 5.68e-13 34 5.68e-13 34 5.68e-13 34
Poly-50 1325 3.26e-13 3 6.48e-13 2 6.25e-13 2 6.22e-13 1.5

Horner-50 100 1.03e-13 5 4.43e-13 2.6 2.14e-13 1.2 2.58e-13 1.3
a Benchmarks ported from [22] and [23]
b Benchmarks analyzed over degenerate intervals
c Benchmark realized from [24]

TABLE III
SATIRE EVALUATED WORST CASE ABSOLUTE ERROR BOUNDS AND EXECUTION TIME ON LARGER BENCHMARKS.

all nodes in the plane of the selected intermediate tile, which
can be expensive in number of optimizer calls for a large
tile size. However, if the analysis of such kernels is done
over input ranges that are shared by multiple input variables,
many of these optimizer calls will result in the same interval
optimization query. This can be taken advantage of through
a result-reuse method implemented through a dictionary that
stores a compressed ‘md5’ signature of the query for each
optimizer call as the key, and the previously computed result
as the value. If two calls result in the same signature (modulo
variable re-namings), the optimizer is bypassed and stored
results are returned. For the stencil types with names H, P,
C, and Advection, we report two execution times for each
configuration where the numbers after the “/” indicate the
execution time with this option enabled.

Degenerate intervals : SATIRE supports the ability to feed
degenerate input intervals ([m,M ] with m = M ) to serve
three purposes all of which help improve analysis speed and/or
versatility. First, this allows to propagate sparsity information
by propagating 0s directly instead of interval ranges when
dealing with near-sparse matrices. This greatly simplifies
the analysis since the corresponding symbolic variables are

replaced using constant propagation. The conjugate gradient
(CG) benchmarks were executed on degenerate intervals from
two sparse matrices – a computational fluid dynamics problem
(Pores) and a materials problem (ARC130).

Next, it can help facilitate analysis when one encounters
non-differentiable points (e.g., E1/E2 where E2’s interval
includes 0). Given that there is no direct way to circumvent
this problem, the provision for degenerate intervals allows the
designer to architect selected points carefully to bypass the
discontinuities. In CG, when analyzed with interval ranges,
beyond two iterations, the scale factor, β, composed of the
ratio of near zero residuals (from two successive iterations)
encounters a zero crossing interval in the denominator report-
ing a divide by zero error – using degenerate intervals remove
these difficulties when such situations arise.

Additionally, this facility of degenerate intervals also came
in handy when studying the highly unstable Lorenz iteration
scheme where we could clamp a few inputs at degenerate
values and explore the remaining inputs (sensitivity analysis)
across a non-degenerate interval.
Empirical consistency : We resort to extensive empirical
testing to quantify the tightness and the empirical soundness
of SATIRE’s worst case absolute error bounds. We performed



106 tests across these benchmarks (except the ones subject
to degenerate intervals) with random sampling over their
respective input intervals. SATIRE’s bounds were always found
to be conservative while being on average no worse that 2
orders of magnitude. The stencil benchmarks obtain a much
tighter empirical bound in the order of e-15. Prefix-sum (Scan)
obtained empirical bounds only one order of magnitude tighter
than the worst case bounds. The largest deviation was seen of
lorenz70, where SATIRE’s bound of 1.06e-12 was two orders
of magnitude worse than empirically obtained maximum error
of 4.1e-14.

a) FFT: A Case study : Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is
an optimized algorithm for discrete Fourier transform (DFT),
which converts a finite sequence of sampled points of a
function into a same length sequence of an equally numbered
complex-valued frequency components. It has a vast number
of applications in signal processing and fast multi-precision
arithmetic for large polynomial and integer multiplications.

An N -point FFT involves log2N stages, each stage having
a familiar butterfly structure (see for example [27]). We are
not aware of any tool supporting floating-point error analysis
over complex domains barring [13] which was demonstrated
on a small 64-point FFT design. However, its application to
fast math multi-precision libraries necessitates precise floating
point error analysis and has been the subject of multiple
analytical studies [28]–[31]. These analysis methods focus on
obtaining L2-norms in terms of root mean square (RMS) er-
rors, or statistically profiled error bounds. Brisbarre et al. [27]
followed up on the work from Percival’s [29], [30] to report
the best L2-norm bound till date of ≈ 30.99ulps. That is, if z
represents the discretized input samples, Z is the exact result

and Ẑ is the computed result, then,
||Z − Ẑ||2
||Z||2

≤ B ≈ 30.99u

To extend this result to a bound on absolute error
corresponding to the L-infinity norm, we utilize two well-
known relations: (1) Between the L2 norms of the input and
outputs of an N -point FFT, i.e., ||Z||2 ≤

√
N · ||z||2, and (2) a

generic relation between the L-infinity norm and L2-norm,
i.e., ||Z||2 ≤

√
n||Z||∞. Using these relations, the L-infinity

norm on the error (as obtained in [27]) of the computed FFT
result can be obtained as

||Z − Ẑ||∞ ≤ B ·N
√
2||z||∞ (12)

Equation (12) obtains the absolute-error bound analytically.
A 1024-point FFT with input samples in the interval [0, 1]
with an L2-norm bound of B ≈ 30.99u obtains an absolute
error bound of 78200u. For double precision data type, with
u = 2−53, implying an absolute error bound of 4.98e-12.

SATIRE partitions the real and imaginary parts of the
complex operations in FFT, obtaining real expression types
for the output variables guarded with rounding information
at every compute stage. Two separate datapaths are generated
for the real and imaginary terms, each of which is solved
individually. Let ER and EI denote the absolute error bounds
obtained by solving the real and imaginary parts, respectively.
These solutions, on their own, provide the individual accuracy
information of the real and imaginary expressions. Addition-

ally, ET =
√
E2
R + E2

I gives the bound on the maximum of
the total absolute error. It is an upper bound on the L-infinity
norm.

We show that SATIRE obtains a tighter bound than the
analytical bound obtained by [27] as in Equation (12). We
also select the input space in the interval [0, 1]. The bound
obtained for the real and imaginary parts are ER ≤ 3.98e-13
and EI ≤ 3.80e-13. Thus the total error bound is ET ≤ 5.5e-
13 which is tighter than the best analytical bound obtained
in [27]. We tried different input intervals for FFT, each
time obtaining a tight bound in comparison to the analytical
bounds achievable due to [27]. However, the optimizer faced
convergence difficulties for intervals with zero crossings like
[−1, 1]. In these cases, incrementally solving using abstraction
of smaller depths allowed us to solve the problem while still
obtaining tighter bounds than [27].

b) Lorenz equations: A Case Study: Lorenz equations
model thermally induced fluid convection using three state
variables (x, y, z). Here, x represents the fluid velocity am-
plitude, y models temperature difference between top and
bottom membranes, while z represents a distortion from
linearity of temperature [32]. The equation requires three
additional parameters, a=10 called the Prandtl number, b=8/3
corresponding to the wave number for the convection, and r
being the Rayleigh number proportional to the temperature
difference. The recurrence relations obtained by discretizing
the continuous version of the Lorenz equation are shown in
Equation (13), where k represents the previous iteration and
dt is the time discretization.

xk+1 = xk + a(xk − yk)dt
yk+1 = yk + (−xkzk + rxk − yk)dt
zk+1 = zk + (xkyk − bzk)dt

(13)

In [32], authors study the trajectories for different r val-
ues for chosen initial conditions of (x1, y1, z1, dt) =
(1.2, 1.3, 1.6, 0.005). It shows chaotic behavior for r ≥ 22.35
and again starts approaching equilibrium once r reaches close
to 200. However, for such chaotic systems, if two initial
conditions differ by a quantity of δ, the resulting difference
after time t shows exponential separation in terms of δ · eλt.
This becomes a critical component when evaluating such equa-
tions in finite precision since the round-off error accumulation
introduces a gradual δ error building up.

We focus on two aspects of the analysis: (1) Obtaining
bounds over a range of input intervals over (x, y, z), and
(2) Analyze the sensitivity of initial conditions on individual
inputs by using degenerate intervals on the other inputs.

Using SATIRE, we obtain tight bounds for as large as 70
iterations of the problem using abstractions. Note here the
non-linearity of these equations makes it difficult to simplify
expressions beyond a certain limit. The error expressions com-
posed of the products of forward error and reverse derivative
may reach a large operator count quickly within few itera-
tions, choking symEngine’s simplification process. SATIRE
delays further canonicalization beyond an operational count
larger than a pre-defined limit, controlled by a parametric
knob, maxOpCount, with default value of 30K selected
over multiple experiments over a mix of non-linear and linear



systems. Using maxOpCount, we only allow simplification
within the depth necessary for abstraction or otherwise force
abstraction at a reduced height. During the next abstraction,
further simplification take place.

Table IV shows the bounds obtained for varying windows
of the abstraction depth and the corresponding execution time
(exec time) in seconds.

Lorenz
Window of Abstraction depth : (mindepth, maxdepth)

(10,20) (15,25) (20,40)

err
Exec
Time err

Exec
Time err

Exec
Time

lorenz20: x 5.69e-15
14s

5.88e-15
535s

5.64e-15
545slorenz20: y 1.25e-14 1.25e-14 1.24e-14

lorenz20: z 4.75e-15 4.82e-15 4.72e-15

lorenz40: x 3.78e-14
29s

3.91e-14
1131s

3.75e-14
1192slorenz40: y 9.11e-14 9.33e-14 9.02e-14

lorenz40: z 7.08e-14 7.09e-14 6.95e-14

lorenz70: x 3.02e-13
50s

2.45e-13
2088s

2.45e-13
2150slorenz70: y 1.06e-12 7.93e-13 7.93e-13

lorenz70: z 1.05e-12 8.14e-13 8.14e-13
TABLE IV

ERROR BOUNDS FOR THE THREE STATE VARIABLES IN THE LORENZ
EQUATION

We perform analysis for 20, 40, and 70 iterations. The
second state variable, y, shows more worst-case variation.
Therefore, we studied the sensitivity of y for a larger size of
70 iterations using degenerate intervals in x and y, obtaining
a bound of 5.50e-13 as opposed to 8.14e-13 in the non-
degenerate case.

c) Application to Relative error profiling: After having
obtained the worst case absolute error for an expression g over
input intervals I using SATIRE, suppose the user wants to
run their code, say instantiated at double precision (dp), with
inputs i chosen from I and wants to obtain the worst case
relative error estimates during that run. This can be useful
for the user, as relative error directly (RE) informs about
precision loss. RE is defined by RE(g) = (|g − g̃|/g) where
the numerator is the absolute error (“true-value - computed-
value”) and the denominator the “true-value.” The SATIRE-
obtained worst-case absolute error over I is an upper-bound
for the numerator of RE(g). The “true value” (denominator)
can be obtained by instrumenting the code in higher precision
(say quad-precision) and obtain gqp as a close proxy to g,
allowing us to compute an upper bound on RE(g). The user
can then estimate the number of bits lost as #bits lost =
ceil(log2(RE(g)/u)) where u is the unit round-off.

Unfortunately, obtaining gqp in this manner calls for
code-instrumentation. Suppose we employ gdp in lieu of gqp:
how much error are we introducing in our relative error
estimation? Since gdp is the observed value at runtime, there
is no extra overhead to evaluate this quantity (unlike shadow
value calculations). To determine that, we first obtain an
equation characterizing the discrepancy in lost-bits estimation,
calling it Q:

 0
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Fig. 5. x-axis: number of simulations performed for high precision shadow
value evaluation; y-axis: Measured Q

Q = qsat − qshadow; where
qsat = log2( max(|g − g̃|)/(|gdp| · u))

qshadow = log2( max(|gqp − gdp|)/(|gqp| · u))
(14)

We now estimate the spread of Q across multiple simulation
runs, each time starting the simulation at an i value drawn
at random from within I . For such simulations, if we plot
Q, we are able to determine the spread of discrepancy in
estimating the number of bits lost, shown in Figure 5, where y-
axis plots the spread of Q, and the x-axis plots the simulation
runs involved in generating those Qs. For this method to be
(empirically) sound, Q must stay above zero. In addition, if
Q stays close to 0, it would tend to confirm the tightness of
the relative error estimation.
Observations about Q in our Simulations: We do find that
Q > 0, confirming that this relative error estimation method
is sound in an empirical sense. In our studies, we analyzed a
subset of our benchmarks (H0, C0, P0, Prefix-sum, DQMOM,
FDTD, FFT and lorenz20) as part of this case study. We chose
I = [0, 1], thus ensuring that it contains many binades of
floating-point values (many exponent changes involved in the
range [0, 1]). This ensures that we pick values with widely
differing exponents as our candidate i, thus causing higher
overall error.

Figure 5 plots the results of our empirical evaluation for
10K simulations of this subset of benchmarks. We observe
that for well-conditioned problems presented in the upper half
of Figure 5 (smoothing solvers such as 2-D heat—H0 in our
figure), the prediction difference lies in the range of 6 to 8
bits—a good confirmation of the tightness of our estimation
method. For more complex computations presented in the
lower half of the figure (e.g., DQMOM, FFT, etc), the spread
of Q is higher. Yet, we do see many Q values bunched up
within tight bands. The lower bound of these bands indicate



the extent of tightness exhibited by our relative error profiling
method (this despite our use of SATIRE’s worst-case bounds
in the numerator of qsat).

In conclusion, the approach presented offers a promising
avenue for estimating precision loss—at least in a relative
sense—through the following simple steps: (1) measure the
worst-case absolute error, (2) observe the runtime output value
of the function being studied, and (3) apply the formula for
qsat. Armed with this knowledge of precision loss, a user may
be able to profile their simulation to identify points at which
it exhibits high relative error (e.g., as a result of the value
distribution that exists at those simulation states) and mitigate
the precision loss suitably—say by rewriting their function,
switching to higher precision realizations, etc.

VII. LIMITATIONS, ADDITIONAL RELATED WORK

Additional Related Work: Rigorous floating-point precision
analysis is central to the advancement of HPC in enabling
activities such as correctness verification and precision tuning,
while offering rigorous guarantees. The importance of offering
formally certified bounds is well-recognized [9], [33], and
scalability in this area is essential to extend the reach of
certified methods. The work in [11], [12] offers another
rigorous approach supported by theorem-proving. Roundoff
analysis is approached using semi-definite programming in [7].

Rosa and FPTaylor are the closest to our work in their
approach to extend Taylor forms [34] for rigorous floating
point error estimation. Rosa propagates errors in numeric
affine form and uses SMT solvers to obtain tight bounds.
In FPTaylor, full symbolic Taylor forms are obtained and
fed to a global optimizer, which often results in bloated
error expressions, impeding scalability. In contrast, SATIRE’s
decoupled analysis achieves this objective albeit without this
complexity, using path strength reduction and abstractions.

Fluctuat [4] is a commercially available static analyzer
relying on zonotopic abstract domains. It has been primarily
applied to control software where its ability to detect instability
is key. While Fluctuat includes support for loops and condi-
tionals, it is often nuanced and requires user-defined abstract
domains. Their work also recognizes the difficulty of synthe-
sizing strong loop invariants for numerical codes with roundoff
incorporated, and the solutions they offer are not push-button
applicable. Precisa [6] can also handle conditionals using
a denotational semantics-based approach. Our emphasis in
SATIRE is to create exact descriptions of finitely unrolled
loops and conducting push-button analysis that yields tight
error bounds across loop iterations. Eventually, a combination
of loop unrolling and invariant synthesis can be effective, and
a coveted future direction.

Gappa [5], while inherently an interval-based reasoning
system, comes with a plethora of simplification rules of its
own. Embedded into verifiers such as [35], it has provided
key reasoning power to various proof-assistants [6], [36],
[37]. The combined uses of static analyses [38] are popular,
as demonstrated at scale in Astrée [39]. A general abstract
domain for floating-point computations is described in [40].

Automatic differentiation (A/D) [41] involves chain-rule
based techniques, widely used for evaluating derivatives in sci-
entific computing. ADAPT [42] introduces a scalable approach
to mixed-precision tuning for HPC applications however lim-
ited to concrete data points. It uses Codipack [43] to perform
reverse mode A/D to obtain derivative values.

In contrast SATIRE implements its own symbolic library for
reverse mode A/D, with analysis supported over input interval
ranges for rigorously estimating the output error across the
entire space of input intervals. This serves as a method for
formal specification inference that can help future code users
reliably use the code in new environments and new precision
regimes—important for code adaptation that will increase in
HPC. While SATIRE does not perform precision tuning, it can
provide new capabilities for existing tuning assistants such
as Precimonious [44], FPTuner and ADAPT which can use
SATIRE to zoom into code regions and interval sub-ranges
to fine-tune code accuracy in a specification-directed manner.
Another interesting use of SATIRE is to direct tools such as
Herbie [45] to rewrite subexpressions in a more goal-directed
manner (improve precision where it lacks). The work in [46]
can also derive similar benefits.

The importance of sound techniques for relative error esti-
mation has been recognized by many. A common approach for
relative error estimation is to first obtain the absolute error and
then divide it by the minimum of the function interval value.
A combined rigorous approach to relative error estimation is
presented in [47]. Our approach for relative error estimation
is meant for use in a dynamic analysis setting. It is motivated
by the important pragmatic consideration of avoiding shadow-
value computations on an existing piece of code. We use
the observed value at runtime in combination with SATIRE’s
worst-case bound to obtain a relative error profile that provides
insights on precision loss. Through empirical evaluation, we
establish the reliability of this approach. A good contrast
is also with Verificarlo [48] that has been applied at scale,
but requires the provision of Monte-carlo based arithmetic
operator bindings to obtain statistical precision-loss estimates.
Going forward, we plan to study how close Verificarlo’s
relative error estimates are to ours.
Limitations Round-off analysis tools that are based on interval
analysis face difficulties when given non-differentiable expres-
sions (also pointed out in [42]). SATIRE’s current solution
is to rely on constant propagation based on its support for
degenerate intervals, as already discussed in conjunction with
our conjugate gradient and sparse matrix examples. This may
be automated by employing program-level static analysis.
Higher-order errors: SATIRE’s preference for first-order error
analysis was discussed as directly enabling techniques such as
path strength reduction. While this is often sufficient in prac-
tice, in our future work will explore methods to incorporate
higher-order error analysis while also retaining some of the
advantages of path strength reduction.
Conditionals and Loops: Conditionals can introduce control
flow divergence which introduce discontinuities. Current A/D
algorithms cannot handle such discontinuities and therefore



this remains an open problem for all tools in this area.
Parallelization: SATIRE’s current implementation is serial.
However there is ample scope for parallelization of the
optimization queries. Specially, when abstracting multiple
nodes, their respective queries can be potentially dispatched
in parallel and/or pipelined. Furthermore, the accumulated
error expression can be broken down in parallel sub-queries
followed by a reduction to obtain the final error bound. Such
parallelization methods, and an implementation of SATIRE in
C++ or Rust can make it significantly more efficient.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We presented SATIRE, a tool for rigorous floating-point
error analysis that produces tight error bounds in practice.
SATIRE is similar to many of its predecessors, but specifically
emphasizes handling large expressions that arise in practice
by including an information-theoretic abstraction mechanism
for scalability. The effectiveness of SATIRE has been demon-
strated on practical examples including FFT, parallel prefix
sum, and stencils for various partial differential equation
(PDE) types. Even divergent families of equations such as the
Lorenz system are included in our study. SATIRE can provide
insights on the loss of precision at runtime as demonstrated
on a large ill-conditioned problem. We believe this variety
and scale in an automated rigorous tool is unique. Our work
demonstrates that scale coupled with other aspects such as
nonlinearity and the DAG reconvergence structure determine
scalability. Given that global optimizers are workhorses in er-
ror estimation, our studies shed light on the role of expression
canonicalization. Important future directions include handling
loops (enabling further scaling), improving abstractions with-
out increasing error bounds, the use of parallelism to further
speed up the analysis, and also in precision tuning.
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